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 Abstract 
 
This project presents the first large-scale study of the preservation and alteration of Late 
Bronze Age vitreous materials from the Near East. An understanding of the processes 
that affect buried glasses is of importance both in the conservation of ancient artefacts 
and as analogues for the disposal of vitrified nuclear waste. This project has focused on 
the vitreous material from Nuzi, a mid 2
nd
 millennium BC site in Iraq, held at the Semitic 
Museum at Harvard University. This is one of the largest assemblages of vitreous 
material known from the Late Bronze Age, containing a wide range of objects. A survey 
was made of the assemblage and the distribution of vitreous materials across the site 
was established. It was found that the majority of these materials are associated with 
high-status and religious areas of the city. Over 150 samples of vitreous material, 
including 90 LBA glasses, were characterised in detail, using a variety of analytical 
techniques including, SEM-EDS, SEM-WDS, LA-ICPMS and XRD. Compositional analysis 
suggested that the antimony-opacified glasses may have been manufactured at a higher 
temperature than the translucent glasses; supported by a series of experiments 
replicating the opaque glasses. The results also showed that the alteration of the glasses 
was highly variable, both in the degree of alteration and the composition and 
morphology of the alteration layers. This variability could not be correlated with the 
original location of the objects on the site, including objects from the same room, and it 
was concluded that small microenvironmental changes were responsible for producing 
the large range of variation seen. In addition, a distinction was noted between the 
alteration of translucent and opaque glasses, which was found to be repeated in the 
dissolution experiments with the opaque glass having a much higher dissolution rate. 
The alteration experiments have established a dissolution rate for LBA composition 
glasses and indicated that replica glasses are a good analogue for archaeological glasses 
of the same type. It is suggested that the dependence on the burial environment of 
archaeological glasses, an open system, compared to the closed system of nuclear waste 
glasses means that the use of data from archaeological glasses in looking at the effects 
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Standard data for SEM-WDS 
Standard composition :    
 JAD3  STD048 = O  : 47.6%, Na : 11.28%, Mg : 0.05%, Al : 13.33%, Si : 27.79%, Ca : 0.08%, Fe : 0.%  
 WOL4  STD097 = O  : 41.04%, Si : 23.8%, Ca : 34.16%, Fe : 0.6%, Mn : 0.05%  
 FOR  STD277 = O  : 45.48%, Mg : 34.55%, Si : 19.98%  
 COR4  STD028 = Al : 52.9242%, O  : 47.0758%  
 APA2   STD217 = O  : 38.94%, F  : 1.75%, Si : 0.1%, P  : 18.34%, S  : 0.06%, Ca : 37.04%, Cl : 1.94%, 
Sr : 0.47%, Ce : 0.32%, Na : 0.13%  
 KBR3  STD075 = K  : 32.8551%, Br : 67.1449%  
 WOL STD097 = O  : 41.04%, Si : 23.8%, Ca : 34.16%, Fe : 0.6%, Mn : 0.05%  
 MNT  STDIC = Mn : 36.4219%, Ti : 31.756%, O  : 31.8221%  
 CRO2  STDIC = Cr : 68.4195%, O  : 31.5805%  
 FEO  STDIC = O  : 30.07%, Fe : 69.93%  
 PCO  STD121 = Co : 100.%  
 NIO2  STDIC = Ni : 78.5839%, O  : 21.4161%  
 CU2   STD123 = Cu : 100.%  
 ZNS2  STDIC = Zn : 67.1%, S  : 32.9%  
 GAA   STD208 = Ga : 48.208%, As : 51.792%  
 CEL3  STD026 = O  : 34.84%, S  : 17.45%, Sr : 47.7%  
 CAS   STD024 = Sn : 78.7644%, O  : 21.2356%  
 PSB   STD109 = Sb : 100.%  
 BAR2 = Ba : 58.8415%, S  : 13.7367%, O  : 27.4218%  
 VAN  STDIC = O  : 13.55%, Cl : 2.55%, V  : 10.78%, Pb : 73.12%  
 
  
Table a – detection limit data (ppm, wt%) for SEM-WDS analysis (run 13 Jul 2009) 
Detection limit data (ppm, wt %) for SEM-WDS (run 13 Jul 2009) 
               Point Na Si Mg Al P K Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Sr Sn Sb Ba S Cl Pb 
1 / 1 .  204 130 94 86 245 221 245 162 146 507 486 219 221 279 710 459 343 358 506 164 159 457 
1 / 2 .  189 124 94 84 242 224 245 166 143 517 531 224 221 277 770 455 335 355 506 172 155 434 
1 / 3 .  194 125 95 84 239 233 238 158 144 514 549 216 225 275 780 453 346 348 493 162 140 428 
1 / 4 .  375 131 105 93 238 239 265 167 150 513 561 227 235 294 737 463 357 382 533 174 164 460 
1 / 5 .  405 134 105 94 224 246 268 165 148 565 553 233 238 291 815 473 360 380 512 169 165 459 
1 / 6 .  411 132 107 95 239 214 258 162 150 587 566 227 232 296 725 472 356 374 526 183 155 468 
1 / 7 .  409 131 109 94 243 240 272 161 150 480 555 233 230 288 814 478 346 389 522 158 155 480 
1 / 8 .  417 131 105 94 231 209 266 163 146 458 559 228 234 283 757 475 361 368 539 148 155 454 
1 / 9 .  201 128 94 85 234 226 260 163 146 478 533 216 230 282 740 458 347 361 504 145 160 461 
1 / 10 .  289 131 103 89 295 244 288 166 149 569 544 232 236 293 821 468 338 377 527 168 146 467 
1 / 11 .  428 129 108 93 257 238 280 167 151 503 562 229 248 283 776 466 348 376 531 165 151 466 
1 / 12 .  424 135 107 94 253 227 264 164 151 532 518 230 228 291 808 482 357 370 534 158 151 464 
1 / 13 .  419 133 106 95 224 232 281 160 149 546 593 229 237 280 817 482 349 393 524 163 151 463 
1 / 14 .  425 132 107 94 229 236 272 167 151 510 507 235 236 287 803 462 339 386 530 173 154 462 
1 / 15 .  422 130 110 92 246 230 272 165 151 500 535 229 233 301 800 461 351 384 550 162 155 459 
1 / 16 .  421 134 107 94 210 239 269 169 150 488 524 230 238 292 769 479 356 379 528 161 169 458 
1 / 17 .  413 133 108 95 236 219 264 165 149 477 590 232 233 297 791 479 356 386 533 165 152 476 
1 / 18 .  431 133 110 94 199 248 280 162 149 576 604 219 241 306 829 469 358 387 535 166 152 469 
1 / 19 .  402 132 107 96 252 245 229 166 152 518 612 226 234 298 783 472 354 373 518 176 167 477 
1 / 20 .  402 137 106 95 242 225 259 162 151 513 598 219 236 300 809 474 358 379 537 194 157 485 
1 / 21 .  414 133 108 96 233 258 260 162 151 513 554 227 238 296 821 477 354 376 538 149 156 466 
1 / 22 .  221 130 97 101 241 190 360 162 151 567 511 234 241 297 838 475 352 388 530 148 158 424 
1 / 23 .  266 135 124 108 211 249 616 175 158 570 533 257 260 337 926 444 362 480 550 166 151 431 
1 / 24 .  210 131 90 101 222 219 353 169 153 545 494 231 235 308 837 468 354 383 544 158 143 437 
1 / 25 .  188 136 82 78 235 201 232 162 147 491 483 216 234 278 762 504 342 339 500 142 146 444 
1 / 26 .  283 134 90 85 248 240 238 160 149 574 549 221 237 304 799 498 334 350 533 156 160 463 
1 / 27 .  188 138 82 76 220 215 226 161 145 589 516 222 227 285 738 501 341 354 506 154 150 444 
1 / 28 .  394 131 106 93 213 205 232 164 147 562 533 232 234 303 793 484 381 374 511 186 153 461 
1 / 29 .  403 132 99 94 247 213 215 165 149 534 606 232 247 287 807 485 400 366 504 174 148 440 
1 / 30 .  400 133 102 93 232 218 246 167 148 548 546 243 242 292 819 483 383 376 524 160 158 454 
1 / 31 .  407 132 102 94 273 230 218 164 147 547 624 230 239 294 785 490 378 359 526 162 138 437 
1 / 32 .  412 130 100 94 236 222 233 157 148 556 548 235 235 295 759 495 385 356 510 154 142 451 
1 / 33 .  407 131 102 96 239 210 246 165 147 503 585 229 240 282 799 489 369 367 511 165 153 452 
1 / 34 .  425 130 103 95 209 210 262 170 150 537 595 226 237 282 761 491 359 375 519 171 153 457 
1 / 35 .  421 131 106 96 240 222 243 164 149 547 533 234 241 289 791 488 350 378 535 174 145 443 
1 / 36 .  425 133 107 92 211 224 248 163 148 486 510 227 241 287 774 488 351 377 522 161 158 452 
1 / 37 .  374 130 108 93 228 246 247 181 169 541 577 255 262 319 855 456 385 407 573 183 174 681 
1 / 38 .  383 131 108 91 214 257 271 182 167 619 581 248 260 323 846 459 397 414 580 180 173 652 
1 / 39 .  387 132 108 94 256 260 254 187 166 622 614 260 256 315 837 458 394 398 580 163 170 669 
1 / 40 .  410 129 106 99 283 242 242 161 148 543 547 224 234 286 796 456 360 401 519 159 153 462 
1 / 41 .  395 129 106 104 246 249 249 167 149 498 552 229 230 294 815 446 348 386 524 160 159 459 
1 / 42 .  417 132 109 101 232 211 245 167 151 611 507 222 237 287 841 461 360 388 513 157 150 453 
1 / 43 .  211 130 85 95 213 235 241 161 144 473 576 219 231 279 779 456 364 378 515 163 159 457 
1 / 44 .  233 129 89 95 243 258 240 165 149 467 528 224 221 276 760 456 363 378 512 179 158 449 
1 / 45 .  233 129 86 99 240 252 232 159 148 550 551 231 226 284 789 464 361 360 514 164 148 444 
1 / 46 .  218 135 86 89 195 237 235 163 148 511 617 217 236 278 789 493 349 351 537 166 145 460 
1 / 47 .  209 134 86 88 275 229 270 161 152 520 527 230 232 288 774 481 348 375 504 158 167 486 
1 / 48 .  215 131 87 87 215 221 254 168 150 528 576 232 230 283 798 476 355 370 514 168 168 523 
1 / 49 .  391 131 101 96 246 243 284 164 150 539 521 230 233 286 802 468 360 392 514 172 155 441 
1 / 50 .  386 131 105 96 238 253 247 166 153 483 581 223 243 292 808 468 361 383 503 172 166 442 
1 / 51 .  387 131 104 95 213 249 278 169 150 572 512 237 235 291 797 469 345 376 514 161 152 466 
1 / 52 .  384 133 108 93 231 241 311 166 153 575 594 232 244 296 840 468 358 404 544 162 154 461 
1 / 53 .  408 132 102 99 249 225 252 166 149 524 522 225 225 288 763 490 332 359 521 173 166 437 
1 / 54 .  407 130 103 98 258 216 223 160 150 540 540 224 235 278 834 491 346 348 505 160 157 443 
1 / 55 .  426 131 103 98 263 235 234 162 149 535 540 225 235 282 800 489 341 367 509 173 157 467 
1 / 56 .  429 131 100 98 204 223 258 166 148 460 606 223 233 278 865 487 340 364 519 168 163 460 
1 / 57 .  440 129 102 98 242 206 230 160 151 535 480 229 236 285 764 486 345 366 526 171 167 453 
1 / 58 .  432 129 106 98 248 215 248 166 150 472 531 233 232 275 776 485 340 354 533 143 151 454 
1 / 59 .  423 130 102 97 251 222 239 161 148 484 563 218 232 283 796 499 344 359 515 179 155 447 
1 / 60 .  422 131 102 95 248 214 244 160 148 489 567 221 233 287 818 498 333 365 509 158 149 450 
1 / 61 .  423 127 104 98 236 207 255 164 150 484 514 234 229 281 791 495 354 366 502 144 142 431 
1 / 62 .  421 129 99 99 230 217 246 159 153 546 528 238 247 295 783 487 351 367 507 163 148 452 
1 / 63 .  419 129 106 97 267 224 248 160 149 484 500 224 241 291 775 487 338 368 514 157 149 444 
1 / 64 .  405 127 103 98 267 236 254 166 148 521 567 227 234 288 790 488 341 360 498 138 159 459 
1 / 65 .  419 130 103 96 264 193 228 158 149 489 550 222 301 270 799 497 347 371 510 158 146 438 
1 / 66 .  421 132 99 96 188 230 243 160 148 545 470 221 311 286 786 497 337 367 530 158 154 456 
1 / 67 .  406 132 102 94 245 134 134 161 148 483 549 228 320 283 790 497 348 358 521 168 167 492 
1 / 68 .  421 129 102 100 263 225 249 164 148 454 639 236 235 292 777 485 350 363 515 175 146 445 
1 / 69 .  419 131 103 98 218 229 252 159 147 518 564 238 244 285 829 487 351 355 512 146 159 424 
1 / 70 .  427 133 103 100 251 223 241 161 148 528 568 227 232 289 866 484 358 350 507 171 153 434 
1 / 71 .  419 129 103 101 252 233 246 163 148 558 540 231 223 279 762 492 349 370 513 157 157 450 
1 / 72 .  407 131 101 101 238 203 250 165 149 504 499 234 235 291 806 492 346 349 522 173 155 429 
1 / 73 .  418 130 104 101 261 224 232 168 148 520 587 231 236 279 836 500 333 361 521 155 161 454 
1 / 74 .  410 131 96 93 232 226 245 164 146 610 534 222 223 283 757 506 335 351 509 161 154 441 
1 / 75 .  406 131 101 95 222 214 245 158 146 439 501 223 237 286 747 503 338 370 503 149 158 447 
1 / 76 .  396 131 99 94 219 216 245 161 147 560 466 223 224 289 767 504 330 365 493 145 165 440 
1 / 77 .  390 129 97 96 251 233 228 167 149 551 537 232 234 285 764 496 351 354 520 170 157 462 
1 / 78 .  399 129 100 95 251 215 227 164 151 556 568 230 235 287 795 495 339 354 510 156 144 447 
1 / 79 .  403 130 98 97 203 227 241 165 149 506 514 216 235 281 828 497 352 370 517 179 161 455 
1 / 80 .  370 131 100 98 256 216 251 165 148 579 596 229 227 276 778 486 353 355 527 169 154 451 
1 / 81 .  374 130 97 97 262 210 237 163 151 522 616 217 239 297 808 489 343 362 501 152 160 460 
1 / 82 .  375 130 97 96 239 236 243 159 150 541 576 220 226 296 761 488 336 364 540 170 154 444 
1 / 83 .  415 129 100 96 246 232 271 164 148 570 491 227 225 284 812 501 339 362 488 160 155 454 
1 / 84 .  420 130 98 94 234 216 241 161 147 561 551 219 233 283 761 507 336 356 519 160 158 458 
1 / 85 .  413 132 99 95 231 209 255 163 148 501 538 231 232 284 773 501 347 368 516 153 157 447 
1 / 86 .  396 130 100 97 224 220 287 168 149 515 518 240 232 305 799 489 339 375 523 179 159 439 
1 / 87 .  403 131 98 96 218 221 306 166 152 545 545 232 234 283 805 488 357 378 517 170 153 469 
1 / 88 .  401 128 101 96 234 226 296 165 151 550 595 224 234 291 754 489 353 389 529 175 164 456 
1 / 89 .  422 131 98 96 222 200 256 161 148 512 585 221 233 290 814 491 345 350 516 165 163 441 
1 / 90 .  406 131 102 99 237 232 259 165 152 480 552 227 233 292 740 491 340 358 512 161 153 452 
1 / 91 .  419 131 102 97 225 228 245 162 148 551 572 231 228 279 800 492 336 359 515 157 162 454 
1 / 92 .  413 127 98 98 252 231 242 165 148 530 562 229 241 286 778 485 348 374 518 159 159 449 
1 / 93 .  411 126 99 100 199 236 254 161 150 582 523 234 236 285 815 487 345 361 512 164 159 427 
1 / 94 .  412 128 98 97 216 229 256 159 146 539 544 222 241 276 848 487 343 358 507 165 167 444 
1 / 95 .  382 133 103 86 228 238 299 163 151 450 535 224 228 297 802 482 351 384 517 154 139 427 
1 / 96 .  379 135 102 88 246 247 298 169 153 515 565 229 237 292 796 479 361 392 520 150 160 434 
1 / 97 .  370 133 105 89 238 261 316 164 150 595 544 224 236 288 877 485 347 382 525 174 150 _-381307 
1 / 98 .  396 131 108 89 247 242 316 171 150 540 586 237 248 298 819 464 350 402 535 172 160 429 
1 / 99 .  398 132 108 86 261 224 308 163 150 510 553 229 238 289 892 469 351 399 541 158 136 445 
1 / 100 .  404 134 111 89 211 234 330 168 152 489 544 231 236 291 851 464 358 416 528 150 139 443 
1 / 101 .  394 128 110 90 239 236 243 170 147 559 586 224 230 289 759 481 341 378 513 156 139 432 
1 / 102 .  394 129 106 92 239 214 256 162 147 504 543 226 231 276 796 484 333 375 525 169 140 _2254750 
1 / 103 .  401 134 108 92 219 232 267 161 148 548 556 225 224 276 779 478 352 378 522 142 133 436 
1 / 104 .  390 136 102 89 209 228 296 161 153 545 574 222 237 297 825 489 346 397 532 153 133 460 
1 / 105 .  393 133 102 89 202 217 282 166 153 554 594 229 234 291 772 491 356 396 514 163 147 448 
1 / 106 .  407 132 106 88 278 247 294 164 153 520 570 233 233 302 808 484 354 386 523 155 138 433 
1 / 107 .  377 133 103 88 235 228 305 169 149 590 512 231 241 291 796 495 349 386 531 160 155 436 
1 / 108 .  380 131 104 89 235 242 284 160 149 572 569 219 227 292 805 492 346 381 515 158 138 447 
1 / 109 .  387 133 103 89 220 226 308 161 148 544 590 220 231 285 775 492 344 385 531 168 157 431 
1 / 110 .  376 130 96 98 208 228 257 165 150 566 568 217 226 293 767 495 342 368 519 162 139 442 
1 / 111 .  378 128 95 96 208 205 229 158 147 588 515 234 230 278 766 497 349 369 530 170 149 452 
1 / 112 .  389 131 97 98 243 205 253 163 151 480 520 228 231 279 770 495 349 358 513 154 159 426 
1 / 113 .  385 132 98 98 237 216 238 166 150 532 547 217 232 288 785 494 344 360 513 148 155 444 
1 / 114 .  385 130 97 98 243 227 246 159 148 468 564 233 237 284 762 494 338 367 516 171 156 436 
1 / 115 .  377 132 97 97 258 233 239 168 150 562 552 227 231 280 767 493 339 362 518 160 159 460 
1 / 116 .  376 132 95 97 243 214 258 163 148 517 556 232 235 284 816 496 347 368 506 175 159 436 
1 / 117 .  388 128 97 97 240 217 238 161 148 527 568 218 226 283 786 491 330 363 514 174 152 433 
1 / 118 .  377 129 94 98 255 236 251 162 149 537 506 224 232 281 793 497 331 356 529 158 157 439 
1 / 119 .  377 131 96 97 225 230 256 157 149 502 552 233 233 291 734 495 345 363 522 153 155 441 
1 / 120 .  371 131 97 97 246 230 236 163 150 506 577 227 227 288 758 493 351 355 525 166 150 450 
Average 377 131 101 94 237 227 260 164 150 529 551 228 237 289 795 483 350 373 521 163 154 456 
 
Accn No Field No Description Composition Room No 
1930.13B.3 30-11-8  glazed mudbrick, opaque yellowish glaze glazed ceramic H11 
1930.14.1   glazed lion figurine, green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.14.10   glazed offering stand glazed ceramic G50 
1930.14.32   glazed lion figurine glazed ceramic   
1930.14.6   glazed socket, white glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.14.9   glazed object, patchy green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.15.1   glazed vessel glazed ceramic   
1930.15.2 29-12-203 glazed bowl glazed ceramic Grave 32 
1930.15.4   glazed vessel dark green glaze in places glazed ceramic   
1930.15.5   glazed vessel, lustrous green glaze glazed ceramic G101 (grave) 
1930.15.6   glazed vessel, friable glaze layer glazed ceramic   
1930.15.7   glazed vessel, friable glaze layer glazed ceramic 430-2 
1930.15.8 29-12-390 glazed vessel, small green-glazed glazed ceramic   
1930.15.9   glazed vessel, turquoise-green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.16.3   glazed vessel, blue glaze glazed ceramic Zigi 30 
1930.16.4 28-11-418 glazed vessel glazed ceramic S219 
1930.46.3   glazed vessel  fragment, lustre ware glazed ceramic   
1930.47.14   blue frit vessel fragment frit G29 
1930.49.59   glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic   
1930.49.60   glazed vessel fragment, green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.52.07   glazed vessel fragment glazed ceramic W11 
1930.52.08   glazed vessel fragment glazed ceramic H10 
1930.52.1   70 glazed vessel fragments most with room numbers glazed ceramic   
1930.52.1   two colourless vessel fragments glass   
1930.52.2   numerous glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic   
1930.52.2   Figurine fragment glass   
1930.52.3   six glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic   
1930.52.4   glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic 
G63, L4, G32, 
H20 
1930.52.5   glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic   
1930.52.6   numerous glazed vessel fragments glazed ceramic   
1930.57.4 31-2-11 faience vessel fragment faience G29 
1930.5B.1   glazed lion fragment, red paint yellowish glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.5B.137   glazed lion fragment, red paint yellowish glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.60.1 28-11-190 Two beads stone S105 
1930.60.10 31-2-122 One inlaid oblong bead glass G53 
1930.60.100 30-2-304 One large spherical bead   H16 
1930.60.101 30-2-310 22 small beads; three blue; one ? Black frit/faience H15 
1930.60.102 30-2-330 Four spherical beads ? H6 
1930.60.106 30-2-357 Four beads ? G55 
1930.60.109 30-2-361 one white fragment ? H15 
1930.60.111 30-2-405 c36 various beads inc six blue f/fr various H14 
1930.60.112 30-2-417 30 various beads inc: two ?inlaid; four blue f/fr; one yellow various H8 
1930.60.113 30-2-420 
36 various beads inc: three blue f/fr; one ?glass; two ?inlaid glass; 
one red f/fr 
various H18 
1930.60.114 30-2-428 20 beads; inc 1 yellow f/fr; 2 blue f/fr various H15 
1930.60.12   two stone beads one ?fragments of yellow glaze stone unknown 
1930.60.125 30-11-4 One spherical bead ? H14 
1930.60.126 30-1-86 One spherical bead ? L4 
1930.60.128 30-11-104 One bead ? H42 
1930.60.135 31-12-215 Eight beads ? G50 
1930.60.136 31-1-134 One spherical bead ?inlaid ? Gr54 
1930.60.137 31-3-14 Five beads; one blue f/fr ? H14 
1930.60.138 31-3-22 21 very small beads; inc 4 blue f/fr; 1 yellow f/fr;  frit/faience H7 
1930.60.139 28-11-205 One very small blue bead frit/faience S107 
1930.60.140 30-2-112 100s beads; various colours inc blue glass and yellow f/fr various G50 
1930.60.143   Five beads; two ?glass; two white; one blue f/fr various unknown 
Table b: survey of museum assemblage 
1930.60.144 30-2-406 One striped bead ? H14 
1930.60.148 28-12-589 One fragment ?yellow ?glass bead ?glass S158 
1930.60.17 30-12-259 three beads, two frit/faience various H12 
1930.60.2 28-11-444 two modern beads frit/faience unknown 
1930.60.27 28-11-328 One frit bead ?colour frit unknown 
1930.60.30 28-12-429 six ?modern glass beads glass unknown 
1930.60.33 28-12 265 frit bead ?colour frit S132 
1930.60.35 28-12-348 small ?glass bead ? S178 
1930.60.36 28-12-433 tiny blue frit bead frit K333 
1930.60.37 28-12-531 One glass/glazed bead ?glass P310 
1930.60.38 28-12-559 One glass/glazed bead ?glass unknown 
1930.60.39 30-2-39 Eight frit beads blue/yellow frit G29 
1930.60.4 28-12-240 three black beads, two frit/faience various unknown 
1930.60.40 29-01-98- inlaid bead glass unknown 
1930.60.404 30-2-341 Four spherical beads  ? H11 
1930.60.405 30-2-346 One large, five small beads ? Black ? polychrome ? G55 
1930.60.41 29-1-205 One spherical yellow bead ?glass/frit ? P416 
1930.60.42 29-1-206 One spherical ?glass bead ?glass U410 
1930.60.43 29-1-366 Small ?glass/frit bead ?glass N120 
1930.60.44 29-1-366 Small ?glass/frit bead ?yellow ?glass P349 
1930.60.446   Two cylindrical beads; blue, ?polychrome ?glass unknown 
1930.60.45 29-1-368 Small ?glass/frit bead ?glass P400 
1930.60.47 29-2-103 One small bead ?glass yellow ?glass P464 
1930.60.48 29-3-3 17 frit/faience beads blue/white frit N120 
1930.60.49 29-3-9 Small cylindrical bead ? P464 
1930.60.50 29-3-26 One small blue bead frit/faience N120 
1930.60.51 29-11-17 One small bead ? B2 
1930.60.53 29-12-7 One round bead frit blue frit unknown 
1930.60.56 29-12-106 two barrel beads; ?black  ? Gr6 
1930.60.57 29-12-107 One small squarish bead ? Gr6 
1930.60.58 29-12-111 One small squarish bead ? Gr6 
1930.60.61 29-12-119 One spherical bead ?marbled ? Gr6 
1930.60.62 29-12-138 one small bead ? B30 
1930.60.63 29-12-145 Four tiny beads blue frit/faience F14 
1930.60.66 29-12-243 One large spherical bead ? unknown 
1930.60.67 29-12-274 six very small beads ? F19 
1930.60.69 29-12-292 One spherical bead ? G24 
1930.60.70 29-12-313 two rough beads ?glass G26 
1930.60.71 29-12-317 fragment, small,? yellow ? F30 
1930.60.73 30-1-204 Fragments ?glass G29 
1930.60.75 30-3-66 three very small beads blue frit/faience G41 
1930.60.76 30-1-67 Five tiny beads ? G29 
1930.60.77 30-12-49 One barrel bead ? M8 
1930.60.79 30-1-92 spherical bead ? C22 
1930.60.80 30-1-114 Small round bead ? H6 
1930.60.82 30-1-136 Two spacer beads, blue frit/faience C6 
1930.60.83 30-1-216 numerous beads; one yellow ? G29 
1930.60.84 30-1-217 numerous beads; 4 yellow f/fr various G29 
1930.60.85 30-1-218 10 spherical beads ? G29 
1930.60.86 30-2-38 Seven very small beads ? G29 
1930.60.88 30-2-50 three large spherical beads ? G29 
1930.60.89 30-2-70 11 various beads; 1 yellow f/fr ? G53 
1930.60.90 30-2-95 two light blue beads frit/faience G50 
1930.60.91 30-2-103 Numerous tiny beads; bl f/fr; 1red f/fr; 1 red ?glass various G50 
1930.60.92 30-2-186 One ?glazed bead ? H20 
1930.60.95 30-2-227 21 beads; 4 blf/fr; 1 ?inlaid various F2 
1930.60.98 30-2-296 14 beads; 2 blf/fr; 1?gl; 1 yf/fr; 1 inlaid/painted various C30 
1930.61.1 28-11-7 One melon bead ? House T 
1930.61.10 28-11-259 One small melon bead, blue frit/faience (?)209 
1930.61.100 30-2-297 One double bead, blue frit/faience C30 
1930.61.101 30-2-313 two spacer beads ? H15 
1930.61.102 30-2-324 Four spacer beads, blue one white frit/faience G29 
1930.61.104 30-2-353 One spacer bead, blue frit/faience C29 
1930.61.107 30-2-352 One hubbed bead, light blue frit/faience C29 
1930.61.108 30-2-364 One spacer bead, b` frit/faience H12 
1930.61.11 28-11-292 One spacer bead, white ? S110 
1930.61.110 30-2-410 three melon beads, blue, white frit/faience H14 
1930.61.111 30-2-411 Two spacer beads, blue frit/faience H14 
1930.61.112 30-2-419 Six beads, blue, black frit/faience H8 
1930.61.115 30-2-60 Four spacer beads + fragments ?glass G53 
1930.61.116 29-1-47 One spacer bead ?stone G67 
1930.61.117 30-2-217 One white bead ? G29 
1930.61.119 30-12-256 one melon bead, light blue frit/faience G73 
1930.61.12 28-11-320 One spacer bead ? S110 
1930.61.123   Five beads, one large hubbed bead blue/yellow ?glass; four f/fr  various unknown 
1930.61.124   109 beads inc: blue f/fr, one red f/fr frit/faience unknown 
1930.61.125   numerous beads inc blue f/fr various unknown 
1930.61.126 30-2-117 32 beads, black, blue, white frit/faience G50 
1930.61.128 30-2-202 three melon beads, blue, white frit/faience G29 
1930.61.129 30-1-211 Spacer bead fragments ?glass G29 
1930.61.13 28-11-324 One spacer bead, blue frit/faience S111 
1930.61.130 30-2-338 Six beads, various, black, blue, white frit/faience F2 
1930.61.131 30-2-343 Six beads, various, black, blue, white frit/faience H10 
1930.61.132 30-2-422 Six beads, various, black, blue, white, one yellow frit/faience H18 
1930.61.133 29-1-296 One spacer bead, light blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.61.135 29-11-205 one spacer fragment ? Gr8 
1930.61.136 30-2-69 One melon bead ? G53 
1930.61.144   
various beads, stone/fr/shell: I yello f/fr, two white ?glass, five 
spacer 
various unknown 
1930.61.16 28-12-100 One tiny dark blue bead frit/faience S156 
1930.61.2 30-11-89 One barrel bead, ?yellow ? (?)202 
1930.61.26 29-1-19 One spacer bead ? P322 
1930.61.3 30-1-70 One ?inlaid bead ? G29 
1930.61.30 30-1-73 One spacer bead ?glass G29 
1930.61.33 29-1-335 One tiny spherical bead, blue frit/faience P400 
1930.61.35 29-1-367 One spacer fragment ? K432 
1930.61.36 29-1-369 One spacer fragment, ?trailed decoration ? P309 
1930.61.40 29-2-27 One melon bead ? P360 
1930.61.46 29-2-255 one spacer bead ? K443 
1930.61.47 29-2-323 One hubbed bead, blue frit/faience P482 
1930.61.48 29-2-325 One small melon bead, blue frit/faience R96 
1930.61.53 28-11-75 One hubbed bead, blue (tiny) frit/faience unknown 
1930.61.55 29-11-140 One spacer fragment, blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.61.56 29-11-152 One spacer fragment, blue frit/faience B4 
1930.61.57 29-11-158 One spacer fragment ? B20 
1930.61.58 29-11-82 One spacer fragment, blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.61.65 29-12-312 one flat bead ? G26 
1930.61.66 29-12-316 One small bead, blue frit/faience G37 
1930.61.68 29-12-86 One spacer fragment ? C18 
1930.61.7 28-11-247 One bead ?glass S111 
1930.61.70 29-12-65 One small melon bead ? Gr13 
1930.61.71 30-1-98 One small melon bead ? G28 
1930.61.73 30-1-113 One spacer bead, dark blue frit/faience F2 
1930.61.74 30-1-163 one large melon bead, blue ? G78 
1930.61.77 30-1-208 two beads ? G29 
1930.61.78 30-1-212 two spacer fragments ? G29 
1930.61.79 30-1-213 two spacer beads; one yellow; one ?glass ?glass G29 
1930.61.8 28-11-252 One spacer bead. Blue frit/faience S111 
1930.61.81 30-2-36 two hubbed beads,yellow ? G29 
1930.61.82 30-2-54 One melon bead ? G29 
1930.61.83 30-2-58 Seven spacer beads ? G53 
1930.61.84 30-2-60 two melon beads, blue frit/faience G53 
1930.61.85 30-2-61 Five spacer beads; four ?glass ?glass G53 
1930.61.86 30-2-67 Large melon bead, blue frit/faience G53 
1930.61.87 30-2-76 One spacer fragment ? G53 
1930.61.88 30-2-91 Numerous spacer beads various G50 
1930.61.89 30-2-97 Numerous spacer beads, blue frit/faience G50 
1930.61.9 28-11-253 One small melon bead, blue frit/faience S107 
1930.61.90 30-2-102 Numerous beads; blue, black, white ? G50 
1930.61.91 30-2-104 Numerous tiny beads; blue, black, red, yello frit/faience G50 
1930.61.94 30-2-226 Four small melon beads, one black, one blue frit/faience F2 
1930.61.95 30-2-233 One spacer bead, white ? F2 
1930.61.96/7 30-2-286 Two large melon beads, black, blue frit/faience H16 
1930.61.98 30-2-292 Two beads; melon/spacer, blue frit/faience C43 
1930.61.99 30-2-295 One spacer bead, blue frit/faience C4 
1930.62.10 28-12-94 One amulet ?tc unknown 
1930.62.101 30-2-407 Numerous beads inc: 3 yellow ?glass, some blue, red frit/faience H14 
1930.62.102 30-2-414 three beads, blue f/fr, ?glass various G23 
1930.62.103 30-2-416 several beads inc: two large cylindrical glass, blue f/fr, yellow, f/fr various H8 
1930.62.103   various beads, some ?inlaid ? unknown 
1930.62.104 30-2-42 several beads: one ?glass inlaid, two blue f/fr, one yellow f/fr various G29 
1930.62.105 30-2-429 Eight cylindrical beads, two blue f/fr, two ?glass various H15 
1930.62.106 30-3-19 One cylindrical bead, ?blue ?glass H35 
1930.62.107 30-1-72 One cylindrical bead, ?blue ?glass G29 
1930.62.108 30-12-170 two beads, blue frit/faience L4 
1930.62.109 30-2-365 two melon beads, blue frit/faience H12 
1930.62.109 31-1-146 One tiny bead, white frit/faience G29 
1930.62.110 31-2-16 One cylindrical bead ? H5 
1930.62.111 31-2-25 One cylindrical bead ?stone G29 
1930.62.112 31-2-30 One ?bead ? G78 
1930.62.113 31-2-45 One cylindrical fragment ? L4 
1930.62.115   Numerous tiny beads, white ? unknown 
1930.62.116 28-12-203 One spacer fragment ?glass unknown 
1930.62.117 29-12-307 Two cylindrical beads; white ? F22 
1930.62.12 28-12-185 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience (?)146 
1930.62.13 28-12-205 One large disc bead ?stone C51 
1930.62.14 28-12-266 one cylindrical bead ? (?)173 
1930.62.16 28-12-426 One large disc bead, blue frit/faience P310 
1930.62.17 28-12-548 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience P360 
1930.62.18 29-11-42 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience P387 
1930.62.19 29-12-50 One ?inlaid bead ? Gr24 
1930.62.21 29-1-129 one large bead ? unknown 
1930.62.22 29-1-131 Nine cylindrical beads, blue+white frit/faience N383 
1930.62.23 29-1-151 One tiny bead, white ? (?)391 
1930.62.25 29-1-306 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience P401 
1930.62.26 29-1-330 One small bead, blue frit/faience P400 
1930.62.27 29-1-87 One large cylindrical bead ? P399 
1930.62.29 29-1-469 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience P341 
1930.62.30 29-2-11 one large cylindrical bead ? P309 
1930.62.31 29-2-20 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience L11/20 
1930.62.32 29-2-110 one barrel bead ? unknown 
1930.62.34 29-2-148 one tiny bead, light blue frit/faience K453 
1930.62.36 29-2-254 one cylindrical bead, ?burnt ? L11 
1930.62.37 31-3-37 One cylindrical bead ?glass P387 
1930.62.38 29-1-53 One cylindrical bead ?glass P351 
1930.62.4 28-11-255 One bead ?glass unknown 
1930.62.41 29-11-178 one large cylindrical bead, blue frit/faience Gr8 
1930.62.42 29-11-182 One cylindrical bead, blue ?glass I2 
1930.62.43 29-12-2 One tiny bead, wlue frit/faience B2 
1930.62.44 29-1-334 One small bead, blue frit/faience P326 
1930.62.45 29-12-98- three tiny beads, blue frit/faience F1 
1930.62.46 29-12-103 One tiny bead, white ? F1 
1930.62.48 29-12-133 two beads ?glass Gr6 
1930.62.49 29-12-185 one barrel bead, white ? B33 
1930.62.5 28-11-258 Nine tiny beads, blue, yellow frit/faience S108 
1930.62.50 29-12-192 One cylindrical bead, white ? B36 
1930.62.52 29-12-233 One inlaid bead, blue glass  C12 
1930.62.54 29-12-275 one cylindrical bead, blue frit/faience F19 
1930.62.56 29-12-308 One cylindrical bead + fragments, blue frit/faience F18 
1930.62.59 29-12-365 one cylindrical bead, blue frit/faience F24 
1930.62.6 28-11-307 One small disc bead ? unknown 
1930.62.60 30-1-6 One spacer fragment, dark blue frit/faience F35 
1930.62.61 28-11-34 One tiny bead, blue frit/faience H2 
1930.62.62 29-12-38 One cylindrical bead, small, blue frit/faience G29 
1930.62.63 29-12-56 one large cylindrical bead ? Gr24 
1930.62.65 30-3-62 one cylindrical bead, ?painted ? G41 
1930.62.67 30-1-107 numerous tiny beads, yellow ? G32 
1930.62.68 30-1-209 Five beads, three ?inlaid glass, two blue f/fr various G29 
1930.62.69 30-2-24 One cylindrical bead ? B38 
1930.62.70 30-2-32 Two large cylindrical beads ? G29 
1930.62.71 30-2-53 Three large cylindrical beads ? G29 
1930.62.72 30-2-34 Five large cylindrical beads ? G29 
1930.62.73 30-2-40 11 cylinidrical beads blue, black frit/faience G29 
1930.62.74 30-2-62 six cylindrical beads, three ?glass ?glass G53 
1930.62.75 30-2-65 one cylindrical bead, blue frit/faience G53 
1930.62.77 30-2-73 three ?inlaid beads + frags ? G53 
1930.62.78 30-2-74 Numerous inlaid beads  ?glass G53 
1930.62.79 30-2-68 Two ribbed beads, blue frit/faience G53 
1930.62.79 30-2-75 17 various beads, blue, one black frit/faience G53 
1930.62.8 28-11-506 one bead ?stone L2 
1930.62.80 30-2-84 One bead, white ? G53 
1930.62.81 30-2-100 262 beads mostly blue, few red frit/faience G50 
1930.62.82 30-2-111 Numerous square beads incl two yellow?glass various G50 
1930.62.83   numerous beads, some red f/fr various unknown 
1930.62.84 30-2-114 350 beads incl: yellow ?glass ?glass G50 
1930.62.85 30-2-140 two double beads ?glass G50 
1930.62.86 30-2-148 one very large cylindrical bead ? H27 
1930.62.87 30-2-176 one cylindrical bead ? H33 
1930.62.88 30-2-182 one cylindrical bead tiny, blue frit/faience H40 
1930.62.89 30-2-220 one cylindrical bead ? G29 
1930.62.9 29-12-58 Three disc beads ?stone Gr24 
1930.62.90 30-2-229 14 cylindrical beads: four blue f/fr, two black, two ?glass various F2 
1930.62.92 30-2-273 Sic squarish beads ? G57 
1930.62.94 30-2-321 One squarish bead ? C30 
1930.62.95 30-2-326 10 beads, black, blue, red ? H7 
1930.62.96 30-2-339 One cylindrical bead, ?painted/inlaid ? F2 
1930.62.97 30-2-340 Five beads (four cylindrical) ? H11 
1930.62.99 30-2-349 three beads, blue, white frit/faience C28 
1930.63.1 28-11-348 One squarish bead ? unknown 
1930.63.11 29-11-120 One flat bead, blue frit/faience Gr6 
1930.63.13 29-12-59 One eye bead ?glass Gr24 
1930.63.15 29-12-124 One flat bead, white ?glass C2 
1930.63.16 29-12-121 One cylindrical bed ? Gr6 
1930.63.17 29-12-163 One flat bead, blue frit/faience F2 
1930.63.18 29-12-213 one cylindrical bead ?glass Gr26 
1930.63.19 29-12-254 one cylindrical bead ?glass F26 
1930.63.2 28-11-400 One inlaid bead ?glass unknown 
1930.63.20 29-12-266 One eye bead ?glass F30 
1930.63.21 29-12-280 Two beads ? G37 
1930.63.22 29-12-347 One eye bead ?glass B19 
1930.63.23 30-1-20 Three flat beads, blue, white frit/faience F2 
1930.63.25 30-1-103 One bead ?stone unknown 
1930.63.27 30-2-37 Five flat beads, white, yellow frit/faience G29 
1930.63.28 30-2-73 one flat bead frit/faience G53 
1930.63.29 30-2-47 c12 eye beads ?glass G29 
1930.63.3 28-12-183 One flat bead, yellow frit/faience M2 
1930.63.30 30-2-56 One bead, blue frit/faience G29 
1930.63.31 30-2-69 Various beads incl: ?glass, f/fr, stone, blue, black, white various G53 
1930.63.32 30-2-72 8 eye beads ?glass G53 
1930.63.33 30-2-82 One flat bead ? G53 
1930.63.34 30-2-83 two flat beads  ?glass G53 
1930.63.36 30-2-96 34 beads, incl: large cylindrical and fragments some ?burnt ?glass  various G50 
1930.63.37 30-2-99 Numerous beads, incl eye beads  various G50 
1930.63.38 30-2-106 Seven beads, inc rhomboid, yellow/blue?glass ?glass G50 
1930.63.39 30-2-107 Five beads, black  ? G50 
1930.63.4 28-12-202 One flat bead, yellow frit/faience S130 
1930.63.40 30-2-115 315 beads incl: ?yellow glass, ?inlaid glass various G50 
1930.63.41 30-2-116 12 beads blue frit/faience G50 
1930.63.42 30-2-120 Five eye beads ?glass G50 
1930.63.43 30-2-230 Three inlaid beads ?glass F2 
1930.63.44 30-2-285 One flat bead, blue frit/faience H10 
1930.63.45 30-2-299 7 beads, cylindrical one ?inlaid ?glass C30 
1930.63.46 30-2-302 one flat bead ? H7 
1930.63.47 30-2-311 Five cylindrical beads, one ?glass ? H15 
1930.63.48 30-2-314 One squarish bead ?stone H15 
1930.63.49 30-2-344 Three beads, one ?glass ? H10 
1930.63.5 28-12-551 One spherical bead, yellow ?glass K303 
1930.63.50 30-2-367 One flat bead, blue frit/faience G47 
1930.63.51 30-2-406 20 various, some inlaid, ?glass various H14 
1930.63.52 30-2-409 Two eye beads ?glass H14 
1930.63.53 30-2-418 Nine beads incl inlaid and ?glass ?glass H8 
1930.63.54 30-2-435 One eye bead ?glass H15 
1930.63.55 30-1-59 One bead yellow glazed ?faience H5 
1930.63.56 28-12-60 One ?inlaid bead ?glass Gr24 
1930.63.57 30-11-28 One large cylindrical bead ? L4 
1930.63.58 30-12-216 Five barrel beads ? G50 
1930.63.59 31-3-20 11 beads incl: ?glass, shell, stone, yellow f/fr various G32 
1930.63.6 29-1-406 One flat bead ? P313 
1930.63.60   31 various beads incl ?glass f/fr various unknown 
1930.63.61 30-2-113 
Various beads incl: ?glass, and very deteriorated yellow, pink, 
green 
various G50 
1930.63.7 29-1-556 One bead, white ? N120 
1930.63.9 29-2-99 One bead, white ? P445 
1930.65.157 29-12-370 one bead ?stone unknown 
1930.66.103 30-2-335 two spherical beads ? C37 
1930.66.14 30-1-44 one bead ?glass Gr24 
1930.66.15 29-2-44 Numerous tiny beads frit/faience Gr24 
1930.66.18 30-12-51 One bead yellow ?faience G67 
1930.66.20 29-11-56 Numerous tiny beads, ?some glazed ? W4 
1930.66.21 29-11-57 One spherical bead, blue ? B4 
1930.66.27 29-12-204 One spherical bead, blue ? Gr25 
1930.66.28 29-12-205 one spherical bead, white ?glass Gr25 
1930.66.35 30-2-35 Five large cylindrical beads various G29 
1930.66.36 30-2-79 One flat bead, blue frit/faience G53 
1930.66.38 30-2-135 Numerous tiny beads, blue, white, yellow frit/faience G29 
1930.66.43 30-2-413 Six beads frit/faience G23 
1930.66.45 30-2-288 three beads, blue f/fr, ?glass various C39 
1930.66.49   Two eye beads ?glass unknown 
1930.66.57 31-1-90 One spherical bead ?clay unknown 
1930.66.58 31-1-127 two beads ? L4A 
1930.66.61 31-1-130 One bead, blue, ?glazed ? L4A 
1930.66.63 31-2-20 one large bead ?stone H7 
1930.66.64 31-2-46 one bead ?stone L4 
1930.66.66   Seven beads incl eye beads, cylindrical, spherical and inlaid ?glass G50 
1930.66.72   37 various spherical beads, some inlaid ? unknown 
1930.66.73   Fragment, white ?glass unknown 
1930.66.84   Numerous small beads blue, one pink frit/faience unknown 
1930.66.85   132 various spherical beads, some inlaid ? unknown 
1930.66.86   339 various spherical beads ? unknown 
1930.66.88   279 various spherical beads ? unknown 
1930.66.89   
137 various cylindrical beads, some glass, spherical blue f/fr beads 
used as inserts 
various unknown 
1930.66.90   Numerous cylindrical beads, most glass, some f/fr; some stone various G29 
1930.66.99   Amulet, blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.67.10 29-1-122 Five cylindrical beads ? N383 
1930.67.11 29-1-123 Two frog beads frit/faience N392 
1930.67.12 29-1-150 one fly bead, blue frit/faience (?)412 
1930.67.13 29-2-19 One bead, blue frit/faience P467 
1930.67.14 30-1-42 Three beads ?glass P470 
1930.67.15 29-2-107 Three beads, one yellow ?glass P470 
1930.67.16 29-12-51 One cylindrical bead, white ? Gr24 
1930.67.17 29-11-149 One incised fragment ?stone F8 
1930.67.18 29-11-156 Large fluted bead ?glass F8 
1930.67.2 28-11-108 one bead, white ?glass unknown 
1930.67.20 29-12-123 Three small beads ? Gr6 
1930.67.21 29-12-144 one beads ?stone F14 
1930.67.22 29-12-268 One ?inlaid bead ? F19 
1930.67.26 30-1-104 One bead ?glass C26 
1930.67.28 30-2-44 One light blue bead, ?glazed ?faience G29 
1930.67.30 30-2-86 One frog? Bead frit/faience G53 
1930.67.31 30-2-88 Lion amulet? ? G50 
1930.67.32 30-2-105 two flat beads  frit/faience G50 
1930.67.33 30-2-123 Two granulated beds, red, white frit/faience G50 
1930.67.36 30-2-128 One bird bead, white ?glass G50 
1930.67.37 30-2-131 One spacer bead, white ? G50 
1930.67.38 30-2-136 Two amulets ?glass G50 
1930.67.4 28-11-430 Two beads ?stone unknown 
1930.67.40 30-2-139 Two beads ? G50 
1930.67.42 30-2-141 Three beads, white, yellow frit/faience G50 
1930.67.43 30-2-142 One bead, hexagonal ? G50 
1930.67.44 30-2-144 One eye bead ?glass G50 
1930.67.45   Three pendant fragments, green/brown staining on exterior ? G50 
1930.67.46 30-2-197 two beads ? G50 
1930.67.47 30-2-198 two incised zoomorph? Beads ? G29 
1930.67.49 30-2-223 one fly bead frit/faience G29 
1930.67.5 28-12-225 One spherical bead, white ?glass X147 
1930.67.51 30-2-234 One ?inlaid bead ? F2 
1930.67.52 30-2-272 Three cylindrical beads ? G57 
1930.67.53   two beads, one yellow frit/faience unknown 
1930.67.54 30-2-281 one hubbed bead ?glass H10 
1930.67.55 30-2-283 Four fluted beads ? H10 
1930.67.56 30-2-284 One rhomboidal bead ?glass H10 
1930.67.57 30-2-294 two beads, blue frit/faience H18 
1930.67.58 30-2-301 Three beads, one fluted ?glass H7 
1930.67.59 30-2-312 Three beads  frit/faience H15 
1930.67.6 28-12-510 nine beads, eight blue f/fr; one white ?glass various P348 
1930.67.60 30-2-331 Three beads, blue, red, white frit/faience H6 
1930.67.61 30-2-332 Five beads inc one ?glass, white blue f/fr various H6 
1930.67.62 30-2-334 Five beads inc one ?glass various H14 
1930.67.64 30-2-350 Amulet ? C28 
1930.67.65 30-2-359 Five beads ?glass H10 
1930.67.67 30-2-412 
Large fragment of plain sun disc pendant; heavy white weathering 
on exterior 
glass  H14 
1930.67.68 30-2-423 One frog bead ? H18 
1930.67.70 30-2-437 One frog bead, blue frit/faience H15 
1930.67.72 30-12-125 One hubbed bead, blue frit/faience L4 
1930.67.73 30-12-171 One bead, ?burnt ? L4 
1930.67.76 30-12-261 Two beads ? G72 
1930.67.77 30-12-262 Three beads, one eye bead ?glass two blue f/fr various G29 
1930.67.8 28-12-590 Two fragments, blue various S158 
1930.67.80 30-1-33  amulet ? H12 
1930.67.81   One ?form ? unknown 
1930.67.82 30-2-71 
Plain sun disc pendant fragments, white, chalky exterior, opaque 
turquoise at centre 
glass  G53 
1930.67.84 28-12-479 Two beads, black thin.walled ? unknown 
1930.67.85 30-2-119 Seven flat beads; fragments ?glass various G50 
1930.67.86 30-2-148 One double bead ? H27 
1930.67.87   Nine beads/amulets, one ?glass unusual shape various unknown 
1930.67.88   12 various beads inc: one ?glass, yellow f/fr ? unknown 
1930.67.89   One frog bead, blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.67.9 29-1-87 two beads, brownish yellow ? P399 
1930.67.90   Eye bead, three pendant fragments glass   
1930.67.90   Eye bead, three pendant fragments glass unknown 
1930.67.92   ? Glazed lid glazed ceramic   
1930.67.94   
Plain sun disc pendant fragments, one greenish, one white 
exterior, turquoise at centre 
glass    
1930.67.95   
Large plain sun disc pendant fragment, heavy weathering on 
exterior 
glass    
1930.68.1 29-12-112 numerous beads  frit/faience B25 
1930.68.10   Numerous beads inc: inlaid ?glass; blue f/fr various Zigi 30 
1930.68.11   Numerous small beads ? Zigi 30 
1930.68.12   Various small beads ? G29 
1930.68.15 30-2-3 
Various beads inc eye bead, ?yellow glass, spacer bead, inlaid 
cylindrical beads 
various G50 
1930.68.16   Seven eye beads, ?burnt ?glass G50 
1930.68.17   Various beads inc: small wrapped coarse frag; yellow bead ?comp various unknown 
1930.68.19   Numerous beads: blue f/fr, yellow ?comp; ?glass fragments various G50 
1930.68.24   Seven beads, two ?glass various H18 
1930.68.25   One melon bead ? H33 
1930.68.28   Fragments ? unknown 
1930.68.30   Large eye bead ?glass unknown 
1930.68.7   One black bead, incised ?stone Shil 15 
1930.68.73   Five beads, one banded ? H6 
1930.68.9   Five beads; fragments ?glass various Shil 26 
1930.69.10   






Six beads, five ?glass, one yellow ?glass ?glass H15/H10 
1930.69.15   One ?painted bead ?faience unknown 
1930.69.16   One large bead, bright areas ?intrusive ? unknown 
1930.69.30   Moulded sun disc fragment; large fancy bead glass  unknown 
1930.69.30   Moulded sun disc fragment; large fancy bead glass    
1930.69.39 28-12-? Very numerous small fragments incl glass and some inlaid  various F24 
1930.69.40   one small bead ? unknown 
1930.69.41 30-12-258 Six beads, two blue frit/faience G73 
1930.69.42   Nine beads, one ?faience spacer ? unknown 
1930.69.43   One hubbed bead ? unknown 
1930.69.44   One sperical bead, large ? unknown 
1930.69.45   One female symbol ?glass   
1930.69.46   Three small melon beads ? unknown 
1930.69.47   One hubbed bead, blue frit/faience unknown 
1930.69.48   One bracelet frag ?   
1930.69.50   One amulet ?   
1930.69.51 29-11-141 One amulet ? B20 
1930.69.55 30-2-293 Two small beads ? H18 
1930.69.56 28-12-355 One spherical bed ? (?)173 
1930.69.57   One spherical bead ?faience unknown 
1930.69.58   Five beads, one fluted ? unknown 
1930.69.59   Six beads, one blue f/fr various unknown 
1930.69.60   Three beads ? unknown 
1930.69.61   One squarish bead ? unknown 
1930.69.62   Three beads, one yellow ? unknown 
1930.69.63 30-2-91 Nine spacer beads, some ?glass various G50 
1930.69.64   Several beads incl white spotted bead ? unknown 
1930.69.65   One bead, yellow ?faience unknown 
1930.69.66   Two flat beads, one ?glass ?glass unknown 
1930.69.67   Three fragments,  glass  unknown 
1930.69.68   One rhomboidal bead ?glass unknown 
1930.69.69 30-2-118 Four fluted beads, one ?glass various G50 
1930.69.79 31-2-120 Eight beads: three ?glass, five inlaid,  ?glass G67 
1930.82..57 30-12-118 Large eye bead glass H15 
1930.82.1   Marbled vessel fragment, thin.walled, reddish.brown ?   
1930.82.10   
Three vessel fragments, undecorated blue glass, black staining on 
one 
glass L22 
1930.82.11   Pottery sherd with attached glass ?intrusive glass/tc   
1930.82.12   Colourless incised fragment ?intrusive glass H33 
1930.82.13   
Fluted decorated vessel fragment, white decoration, chalky 
exterior 
glass   
1930.82.14   Decorated vessel fragment, white/red decoration glass G50 
1930.82.15   
Several fragments decorated vessel(s); some yellow decoration; 
blue glass 
glass M79 
1930.82.16   
Undecorated vessel fragment, black staining on exterior, heavily 
pitted interior 
glass   
1930.82.17   
Numerous fragments, undecorated blue glass, some with black 
staining on exterior 
glass L22 
1930.82.18   Very large eye bead ?glass unknown 
1930.82.19 31-1-41  glazed vessel , very small, white glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.82.21 28-11-12 Colourless vessel fragments (late) glass M100 
1930.82.23   Two fluted vessel fragments, white decorated glass L22 
1930.82.24   Very large ?marbled fragments . heavily restored  ? G29 
1930.82.26   Mace/staff head - blue with yellow globules glass   
1930.82.3   Small marbled fragment red/yellow/white ? Zigi 33 
1930.82.33   Greenish clear fragment glass   
1930.82.34   Five thin colourless (greenish) fragments glass   
1930.82.38 29-12-135 Two fragments, blue, one neck of bottle glass Grave 32 
1930.82.39   Vessel fragments glass   
1930.82.4   
Three decorated vessel fragments; yellow, white, red decoration, 
blue at core 
glass  Shil 15 
1930.82.41   Five colourless fragments glass   
1930.82.45   One colourless fragment ?faceted glass   
1930.82.46   One colourless fragment glass   
1930.82.47   Raw glass - translucent greenish numerous air bubbles glass   
1930.82.48   Plain sun disc pendant heavy exterior alteration, blue core glass H33 
1930.82.49   ? Figurine glass   
1930.82.50   Raw glass fragment dark blue glass K62 
1930.82.51   One fragment decorated, white/brown exterior glass G50 
1930.82.52   One fragment decorated, white/brown exterior glass G50 
1930.82.53   Decorated vessel fragment (bottle) set in clay matrix g;ass L8 
1930.82.54   Raw glass fragment dark blue glass   
1930.82.55   Numerous small blue fragments undecorated glass R87/M100 
1930.82.56   ?figurine glass G50 
1930.82.58   Six small fragments ?glass L4 
1930.82.6 28-12-306 Colourless fragment ?intrusive glass  unknown 
1930.82.61   Small decorated vessel fragments glass L9 
1930.82.64   Figurine/amulet glass G29  
1930.82.65   Nine fluted fragments white decoration ?restoration glass G29 
1930.82.66   two fragments white/yellow decoration glass   
1930.82.67   Six vessel fragments white decoration glass   
1930.82.68   three fragments, very fine white/red decoration glass   
1930.82.69 30-2-333 One fragment white decoration glass H14 
1930.82.7   
One small decorated vessel fragment, yellow spots on white and 
blue, blue core 
glass  M100 
1930.82.70   
16 fragments white decoration, some black staining, soil adhering 
to some surfaces 
glass G50  
1930.82.71   Two fragments glass G50 
1930.82.72   Seven fragments -white/red decoration appears uncleaned glass   
1930.82.73   
Numerous fragments, more than one vessel restored in places 
"treated with A-A" 
glass G50 
1930.82.74   Three fragments greenish tinted colourless glass   
1930.82.75   two fragments ?glass   
1930.82.9   Deteriorated glass flakes in ?soil matrix glass  H35 
1930.IC.10   wall nail, very thin greenish glaze glazed ceramic 206 
1930.IC.13 30-12-99  wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.16 30-1-152 wall nail, very thin greenish glaze glazed ceramic H7 
1930.IC.17 30-2-379 wall nail, green glaze, metallic copper in places glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.19 31-1-157 wall nail, patchy greenish-white glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.20 30-1-149 wall nail, very thin greenish glaze glazed ceramic G47 
1930.IC.21 30-1-197 wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.22 30-1-176 wall nail, thick green glaze glazed ceramic H7 
1930.IC.24   wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.IC.25 31-1-164 wall nail, yellow and green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.5 30-2-271 wall nail, green glaze, chalky glazed ceramic G52 
1930.IC.6 31-1-158 wall nail, thick green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.7 31-1-163 wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.8 31-1-159 wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IC.9 31-2-33- wall nail, bulbous shape, little glaze glazed ceramic L4 
1930.ID.1 28-11-80 wall nail, restored fragments yellowish-green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.ID.10 32-2-57 wall nail fragments, patchy yellowish-green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.ID.13   wall nail, thick yellowish-green glaze glazed ceramic 348 
1930.ID.14   wall nail, yelllowish-green glaze glazed ceramic 344 
1930.ID.16   wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic H7 
1930.ID.17   wall nail, thick yellowish-green glaze glazed ceramic   
1930.ID.3 31-1-157 wall nail, thick glaze turquoise in places glazed ceramic G50 
1930.ID.4 30-11-13 wall nail, green glaze glazed ceramic H15 
1930.ID.6 31-1-166 wall nail, yelllowish-green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.ID.7 31-3-38  wall nail, yelllowish-green glaze glazed ceramic H12 
1930.ID.9 30-12-150 wall nail, yelllowish-green glaze glazed ceramic G50 
1930.IH.2 30-11-100 glazed object, whitish-green glaze glazed ceramic H11 
1930.IH.4 30-12-220 glazed wall decoration(?), whitish-green glaze glazed ceramic H11 




N64   Blue pigment lump frit Shil 25 
  
Field No. Description (notebook) Material (notebook) Accn No. Room no. 
29-12-96 ?glass ribbed bead glass   A5 
29-12-360 inlaid bead composition   B18 
29-12-2 blue bead stone 1930-62-43 B2 
29-11-17 white spherical bead composition 1930-60-51 B2 
29-11-141 yellow bead composition 1930-69-51 B20 
29-11-158 spacer bead white ?stone 1930-61-57 B20 
29-11-158 white spacer bead stone   B20 
29-12-112 group of beads, ribbed, fluted, light yellow spacer composition 1930-68-1 B25 
29-12-138 light green bead composition 1930-60-62 B30 
29-12-185 white bead stone 1930-62-49 B33 
29-12-192 cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-50 B36 
30-2-24 white bead stone 1930-62-69 B38 
29-11-57 cylindrical bead composition 1930-66-21 B4 
29-11-152 broken lapis bead stone 1930-61-56 B4 
29-11-70 three ribbed glazed beads composition 1930-61-52 B7 
30-2-354 two ribbed beads composition 1930-61-105 C12 
29-12-279 blue/green cylindrical bead stone   C17 
29-12-297 white cylindrical bead composition   C19 
29-12-331 three flat and eight yellow beads composition   C19 
29-12-124 white bead composition 1930-63-15 C2 
30-1-92 yellow spherical bead composition 1930-60-79 C22 
30-1-96 black bead stone   C22 
30-1-104 white bead composition 1930-67-26 C26 
30-2-348 decorated glass fragment glass   C28 
30-2-349 three cylindrical beads composition 1930-62-99 C28 
30-2-350 white pendant composition 1930-67-64 C28 
30-2-351 black/yellow bead stone   C29 
30-2-353 two blue spacer beads composition 1930-61-104 C29 
30-2-296 20 spherical beads yellow/blue/white composition 1930-60-98 C30 
30-2-297 six ribbed beads composition 1930-61-100 C30 
30-2-298 six cylindrical beads blue/white/black composition   C30 
30-2-299 four barrel beads composition 1930-63-45 C30 
30-2-321 faceted bead stone 1930-62-94 C30 
30-2-335 two yellow spherical beads composition 1930-66-103 C37 
30-2-336 black spacer bead composition   C37 
30-2-288 four spherical/ribbed beads yellow/blue composition 1930-66-45 C39 
30-2-295 blue spherical bead composition 1930-61-99 C4 
30-11-105 white fluted bead stone   D15 
30-11-123 grey bead stone   D15 
29-12-97 light blue ribbed bead composition 1930-61-60 F1 
29-12-98 three blue ribbed beads composition 1930-62-45 F1 
29-12-103 white bead stone 1930-62-46 F1 
29-12-126 six small blue frog beads composition   F1 
29-12-154 green-glazed pot terracotta   F10 
29-12-86 spacer bead composition   F11 
29-12-144 bead composition 1930-67-21 F14 
29-12-145 four small blue beads composition 1930-60-63 F14 
29-12-183 mother of pearl bead stone   F16 
29-12-248 ribbed translucent bead stone   F16 
29-12-267 spherical bead composition   F19 
29-12-268 spherical bead, painted composition 1930-67-22 F19 
29-12-269 oblong white painted bead composition 1930-62-53 F19 
29-12-270 frog bead composition 1930-67-23 F19 
29-12-271 ribbed bead, light yellow composition   F19 
29-12-273 two incised blue/yellow beads composition   F19 
29-12-274 group of white beads composition 1930-60-67 F19 
Table c: survey of finds notebooks 
29-12-275 blue cylindrical beadc composition 1930-62-54 F19 
30-1-56 yellow/brown beads composition   F2 
30-1-20 flat circular bead, white composition 1930-63-23 F2 
29-12-163 flat blue bead composition 1930-63-17 F2 
30-1-113 spacer bead blue composition 1930-61-73 F2 
30-2-226 10 ribbed beads blue/white/black composition 1930-61-94 F2 
30-2-227 22 spherical beads blue/white/yellow composition 1930-60-95 F2 
30-2-228 turquoise bead stone   F2 
30-2-229 17 cylindrical beads yellow/blue/white composition 1930-62-90 F2 
30-2-230 three painted barrel beads composition 1930-63-43 F2 
30-2-231 lapis bead stone   F2 
30-2-233 white spacer bead composition 1930-61-95 F2 
30-2-234 white spacer bead composition 1930-67-51 F2 
30-2-337 five spherical beads yellow/blue composition   F2 
30-2-338 five spherical beads black/white/blue composition 1930-61-130 F2 
30-2-339 five cylindrical beads blue/white composition 1930-62-96 F2 
29-12-239 white bead stone   F24 
29-12-240 black bead stone   F24 
29-12-290 glazed vase terracotta   F24 
29-12-365 blue cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-59 F24 
29-12-226 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-62 F25 
29-12-254 white bead, dark paint composition 1930-63-19 F26 
29-12-278 yellow spherical bead composition   F26 
29-12-309 white bead stone   F27 
29-12-310 white bead stone   F27 
29-12-266 button' composition 1930-63-20 F30 
29-12-317 light yellow bead composition 1930-60-71 F30 
30-1-6 two blue cylindrical beads composition   F35 
30-1-19 blue cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-60 F35 
29-12-358 bird-like black bead composition   F37 
29-11-148 cylindrical lapis bead stone   F5 
29-12-220 black bead stone   F8 
29-11-156 greenish 'flower' bead composition   F8 
29-3-212 glass bead blue greenish painted glass 1930-67-18 F8 
30-1-78 oblong bead composition   G14 
29-12-348 red bead composition 1930-60-72 G14 
30-1-40 lapis bead stone   G18 
29-12-292 white bead composition 1930-62-55 G24 
29-12-312 flat yellow bead fragment composition 1930-61-65 G26 
29-12-313 two beads composition 1930-60-70 G26 
30-1-187 fly bead composition 1930-67-27 G26 
30-1-98 ribbed bead with green paint traces composition 1930-61-71 G28 
30-1-34 spacer bead fragment composition   G29 
30-1-35 spacer bead fragment composition   G29 
30-1-44 blue cylindrical bead composition   G29 
30-1-61 brown bead stone   G29 
30-1-64 yellow/green painted bead composition   G29 
30-1-65 two cylindrical blue beads composition 1930-62-64 G29 
30-1-67 two white cylindrical beads composition 1930-60-76 G29 
30-1-68 blue ribbed bead composition 1930-61-69 G29 
30-1-70 white ribbed bead composition 1930-61-3 G29 
30-1-72 three blue beads composition 1930-62-107 G29 
30-1-73 group of white beads composition 1930-61-30 G29 
30-1-86 yellow bead composition 1930-60-126 G29 
31-3-18 seven spherical paste beads; various faience/frit beads various   G29 
29-12-276 mouse'bead composition   G29 
29-12-277 inlaid bead composition   G29 
30-1-102 circular bead rings of black paint composition   G29 
30-1-129 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G29 
30-1-130 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G29 
30-1-140 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G29 
30-1-196 green-glazed lion statue terracotta   G29 
30-1-204 frit cup blue frit 1930-60-73 G29 
30-1-205 three blue ribbed beads composition 
1930-61-
124/7 G29 
30-1-206 three hubbed blue beads composition 1930-61-75 G29 
30-1-207 two hubbed blue beads composition 1930-61-137 G29 
30-1-208 three ribbed beads, black, yellow, white composition 1930-61-77 G29 
30-1-209 four blue cylindrical beads composition 1930-62-68 G29 
30-1-210 two spacer bead, greenish white composition   G29 
30-1-211 group spacer fragments, greenish white composition 1930-61-129 G29 
30-1-212 two spacer beads white composition 1930-61-78 G29 
30-1-213 two spacer beads, blue/yellow composition 1930-61-79 G29 
30-1-214 one blue spacer bead composition 1930-61-80 G29 
30-1-215 one yellow spacer bead composition 1930-60-83 G29 
30-1-216 26 spherical beads white/yellow composition 1930-60-84 G29 
30-1-217 16 spherical beads white/yellow composition 1930-60-85 G29 
30-1-218 10 spherical beads white/yellow.grey composition 1930-97-77 G29 
30-12-262 six beads spherical white; eye bead; spherical blue not stated   G29 
30-2-135 string of beads white/blue/yellow composition 1930-66-38 G29 
30-2-191 four white frog beads composition   G29 
30-2-198 two 'mouse' beads composition 1930-67-47 G29 
30-2-199 three white bird-shaped beads composition   G29 
30-2-200 two fly beads blue/white composition 1930-67-48 G29 
30-2-201 two lion-headed beads black composition   G29 
30-2-202 three ribbed beads, blue, yellow, white composition 1930-61-128 G29 
30-2-210 grey rectangular bead stone   G29 
30-2-211 circular black glass bead glass   G29 
30-2-216 white barrel bead stone   G29 
30-2-218 six ribbed beads white/black/blue composition   G29 
30-2-219 two blue spacer beads composition   G29 
30-2-22 ? Mace head composition   G29 
30-2-220 white cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-89 G29 
30-2-223 teardrop-shaped white bead composition 1930-67-49 G29 
30-2-32 two cylindrical black/white beads composition 1930-62-70 G29 
30-2-324 four blue spacer beads composition 1930-61-102 G29 
30-2-33 three white cylindrical beads composition   G29 
30-2-34 five cylindrical beads composition 1930-62-72 G29 
30-2-35 five oblong greenish-white beads composition 1930-66-35 G29 
30-2-36 two yellow beads composition 1930-61-81 G29 
30-2-37 five flat yellow/white beads composition 1930-63-27 G29 
30-2-374 glass staff head glass   G29 
30-2-38 six circular yellow/white beads composition 1930-60-86 G29 
30-2-39 16 spherical beads blue/white/yellow composition 1930-60-39 G29 
30-2-40 10 cylindrical beads blue/yellow/grey/black composition 1930-62-73 G29 
30-2-41 14 painted beads composition   G29 
30-2-42 flat blue pendant composition 1930-62-104 G29 
30-2-43 flat disc bead, blue composition   G29 
30-2-44 light blue spherical bead composition 1930-67-28 G29 
30-2-440 glazed boar head fragments  terracotta   G29 
30-2-45 staff head glass   G29 
30-2-46 two white fly beads composition   G29 
30-2-47 12 circular painted beads composition 1930-63-29 G29 
30-2-48 female symbol amulet composition 1930-67-29 G29 
30-2-49 spherical white and blue bead composition 1930-69-14 G29 
30-2-50 three spherical white beads composition 1930-60-88 G29 
30-2-51 green/white plaque composition   G29 
30-2-52 oblong beads on bronze wire composition   G29 
30-2-53 black ribbed bead composition 1930-62-71 G29 
30-2-54 yellow ribbed bead composition 1930-61-82 G29 
30-2-55 white fly bead composition   G29 
30-2-56 blue disc bead composition 1930-63-30 G29 
31-2-11 cup fragment composition   G29 
30-1-75 flat yellow bead stone   G32 
30-1-76 white cylindrical bead stone   G32 
31-3-20 various beads various 1930-63-59 G32 
30-1-100 black/white cylindrical painted bead composition 1930-63-24 G32 
30-1-107 group of light yellow beads composition 1930-62-67 G32 
30-12-114 yellow bead stone   G32 
29-12-357 large white ribbed bead composition   G33 
29-12-280 two oblong beads, yellow composition 1930-63-21 G37 
29-12-316 blue ribbed bead composition 1930-61-66 G37 
30-3-62 barrel bead composition 1930-62-65 G41 
30-3-66 quadilateral bead white/black composition 1930-60-75 G41 
30-1-88 rectangular bead stone   G42 
30-12-24 white fluted bead stone   G47 
30-1-149 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G47 
30-1-150 green-glazed jar terracotta   G47 
30-1-151 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G47 
30-2-367 blue circular bead composition 1930-63-50 G47 
31-3-33 various beads various   G50 
30-11-60 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-12-71 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-12-97 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-12-99 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
31-3-12 two beads frit   G50 
31-3-15 five beads paste   G50 
31-3-16 275 beads paste/faience   G50 
31-3-17 
16 spherical paste beads; two eye beads; 12 spherical 
faience beads; two clay beads; 10 frit barrel beads; eight 
cylindrical paste/faience; 40 small cylindrical paste/faience various   G50 
31-3-19 various beads faience/frit   G50 
31-3-21 varoius beads various   G50 
30-1-197 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-1-200 yellow/red glazed lion terracotta   G50 
30-1-202 light green bead composition   G50 
30-12-133 glazed lions paw  terracotta   G50 
30-12-134 glazed lions paw  terracotta   G50 
30-12-135 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-12-138 glazed tripod terracotta   G50 
30-12-150 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-12-152 grey/black veined bead stone   G50 
30-12-195 two white beads stone   G50 
30-12-205 white rectangular bead stone   G50 
30-12-207 white bead stone   G50 
30-12-213/4 white bead stone   G50 
30-12-215 eight beads yellow/white composition   G50 
30-12-216 five beads white/yellow/grey composition 1930-63-58 G50 
30-12-217 white ribbed bead composition   G50 
30-12-222 figurine fragment yellow/green glaze terracotta   G50 
30-12-251 glazed sheep head terracotta   G50 
30-12-260 12 beads paste/faience   G50 
30-2-100 400 blue cylindrical beads composition 1930-62-81 G50 
30-2-101 450 ribbed beads black.white.grey composition   G50 
30-2-102 65 hubbed beads composition 1930-61-90 G50 
30-2-103 850 spherical blue beads composition 1930-60-91 G50 
30-2-104 200 cylindrical beads black/white/blue/red/yellow composition 1930-61-91 G50 
30-2-105 4 flat rectangular beads composition 1930-67-32 G50 
30-2-106 25 rhomboidal beads blue/yellow/white/brown composition 1930-63-38 G50 
30-2-107 17 disc-shaped beads blue/white/black/yellow composition 1930-63-39 G50 
30-2-108 seven fly beads yellow/white/blue composition   G50 
30-2-109 four fly beads white/blue composition   G50 
30-2-110 13 triangular beads yellow/white/blue composition   G50 
30-2-111 21 rectangular beads black/white/yellow/grey composition 1930-62-82 G50 
30-2-112 1060 circular beads white/yellow/green/grey composition 1930-60-140 G50 
30-2-113 428 cylindrical beads blue/white/yellow/black/green composition 1930-63-61 G50 
30-2-114 350 spherical beads yellow/white/greenish-white/black composition 1930-62-84 G50 
30-2-115 315 barrel beads blue/green/white/black/yellow composition 1930-63-40 G50 
30-2-116 25 barrel beads blue composition 1930-63-41 G50 
30-2-117 31 double ribbed beads black/white/blue composition 1930-61-126 G50 
30-2-118 13 barrel ribbed beads black composition 1930-69-69 G50 
30-2-119 15 rectangular white beads composition 1930-67-85 G50 
30-2-120 five rectangular white/black painted beads composition 1930-63-42 G50 
30-2-121 five frog beads blue composition   G50 
30-2-122 six frog beads , white composition   G50 
30-2-123 eight granulated beads - red/white composition 1930-67-33 G50 
30-2-124 two lotus bud beads ?   G50 
30-2-125 two rams head amulets white composition 1930-67-34 G50 
30-2-126 bull's head amulet black composition 1930-67-35 G50 
30-2-128 two white bird-shaped beads composition 1930-67-36 G50 
30-2-129 five lion head beads black composition 1930-67-41 G50 
30-2-130 five 'mouse' beads, white composition   G50 
30-2-131 ribbed spacer bead, white composition 1930-67-37 G50 
30-2-132 bull's head amulet white composition   G50 
30-2-133 white ribbed spacer bead composition   G50 
30-2-134 white ring-like bead composition   G50 
30-2-136 two female symbol amulets composition 1930-67-38 G50 
30-2-138 white ribbed bead composition 1930-67-39 G50 
30-2-139 two yellow pendants composition 1930-67-40 G50 
30-2-140 two 'butterfly' beads composition 1930-62-85 G50 
30-2-141 three beads yellow/white/black composition 1930-37-42 G50 
30-2-142 white faceted barrel bead composition 1930-67-43 G50 
30-2-143 white cross-hatched bead fragment stone 1930-66-39 G50 
30-2-144 inlaid flower-shaped object ? 1930-67-44 G50 
30-2-145 white human mask   1930-67-46 G50 
30-2-171 three plain sun discs glass   G50 
30-2-172 decorated sun disc pendant glass   G50 
30-2-173 plain sun disc fragments glass   G50 
30-2-174 decorated spacer bead green/white composition   G50 
30-2-190 blue fly bead composition   G50 
30-2-197 two white beads composition   G50 
30-2-375 pipe bead yellow composition   G50 
30-2-378 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   G50 
30-2-380 glazed bird figurine terracotta   G50 
30-2-381 moulded glass plaque glass   G50 
30-2-393 spherical beads grey/black/white stone   G50 
30-2-395 three beads stone   G50 
30-2-396 black/white cylindrical painted bead stone   G50 
30-2-397 octagonal bead stone   G50 
30-2-398 black bead stone   G50 
30-2-399 black rectangular bead stone   G50 
30-2-400 grey rectangular bead stone   G50 
30-2-401 black/yellow circular bead stone   G50 
30-2-402 greenish bead stone   G50 
30-2-90 56 cylindrical beads greenish-white/white/grey + fragments composition 1930-61-88 G50 
30-2-91 
62 spacer beads greenish-white/white/yellow/grey + 
fragments composition 1930-69-63 G50 
30-2-92 65 barrel beads greenish-white + fragments composition   G50 
30-2-93 185 blue ribbed beads composition   G50 
30-2-94 25 blue disc-shaped beads composition   G50 
30-2-95 seven blue spherical beads composition 1930-60-90 G50 
30-2-96 190 painted beads and fragments composition 1930-63-36 G50 
30-2-97 43 spacer beads composition 1930-61-89 G50 
30-2-98 1200 beads circular/spherical black/white/grey composition   G50 
30-2-99 125 eye beads composition 1930-63-37 G50 
31-1-156 green-glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   G50 
31-1-157 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-158 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-159 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-160 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-161 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-162 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-163 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-164 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-165 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-166 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-167 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-1-168 green-glazed wall nail  terracotta   G50 
31-2-117 light grey bead stone   G50 
31-2-74 glass eye from statue glass   G50 
31-3-13 various beads various   G50/G29 
30-2-170 glass inlay plaque glass/stone 1930-82-20 G52 
30-2-192 brown bead stone   G52 
30-11-10 glazed pot (glazed inside) terracotta   G53 
31-3-23 various beads various   G53 
30-12-235 white bead stone   G53 
30-12-236 translucent bead stone   G53 
30-12-237 green spherical bead stone   G53 
30-2-57 five blue spacer beads composition   G53 
30-2-58 seven white spacer beads composition 1930-61-83 G53 
30-2-59 white ribbed spacer bead composition   G53 
30-2-60 group of greenish white spacer beads composition 1930-61-115 G53 
30-2-61 group spacer fragments, greenish white composition 1930-61-85 G53 
30-2-62 seven greenish white cylindrical beads composition 1930-62-74 G53 
30-2-63 five greenish white cylindrical beads composition   G53 
30-2-64 31 cylindrical beads white/green/grey composition   G53 
30-2-65 cylindrical bead (intact) composition 1930-62-75 G53 
30-2-66 two blue ribbed beads composition   G53 
30-2-67 blue ribbed bead composition 1930-61-86 G53 
30-2-68 blue ribbed beads composition 1930-62-79 G53 
30-2-69 32 barrel beads white/light grey composition 
1930-61-
136/63-31 G53 
30-2-70 32 spherical beads white/yellow composition 1930-60-89 G53 
30-2-70a plain sun disc pendant glass   G53 
30-2-71 plain sun disc pendant fragments glass 1930-67-82 G53 
30-2-72 13 circular beads  glass 1930-63-32 G53 
30-2-73 Five painted beads composition 
1930-62-
77/63-28 G53 
30-2-74 painted bead fragments composition 1930-62-78 G53 
30-2-75 17 cylindrical beads yellow/blue/white composition 1930-62-79 G53 
30-2-76 two rectangular beads composition 1930-61-87 G53 
30-2-77 green ribbed cone (inlaid bead) composition   G53 
30-2-78 circular plaque raised flower design composition   G53 
30-2-79 rectangular bead, blue composition 1930-66-36 G53 
30-2-80 rhomboidal bead. Green composition   G53 
30-2-81 white hubbed bead composition   G53 
30-2-82 disc shaped bead composition 1930-63-33 G53 
30-2-83 two flat circular beads composition 1930-63-34 G53 
30-2-84 white triangular bead composition 1930-62-80 G53 
30-2-86 frog bead, blue composition 1930-67-30 G53 
30-2-88 complex 'head' bead fragment composition   G53 
30-2-89 black rectangular bead stone   G53 
31-2-122 three spherical beads/eight various beads paste 1930-60-10 G53 
30-1-146 green-glazed jar terracotta   G54 
31-1-134 green spherical bead     G54 
30-2-345 Five painted beads stone   G55 
30-2-346 six circular beads composition 1930-60-405 G55 
30-2-356 brown translucent spacer bead stone   G55 
30-2-357 four white spherical beads composition 1930-60-106 G55 
30-2-272 seven white cylindrical beads stone 1930-67-52 G57 
29-11-92 ribbed bead, yellow painted ?   G6 
29-11-120 blue flat bead composition   G6 
29-11-120 spherical lapis bead stone   G6 
29-11-140 broken lapis bead stone   G6 
29-12-107 greenish bead stone   G6 
29-12-108 grey bead stone   G6 
30-3-85 four black circular beads composition   G65 
30-3-59 silver nose ring with yellow beads various   G66 
30-12-51 white spacer bead stone 1930-66-18 G67 
31-2-120 three beads/fragments frit 1930-69-79 G67 
30-12-151 green-glazed jar terracotta   G73 
30-12-219 glazed wall nail terracotta   G73 
30-12-256 blue bead faience 1930-61-119 G73 
30-12-257 white cylindrical bead faience   G73 
30-12-258 six beads paste/faience 1930-69-41 G73 
31-1-17 dark blue bead glass   G74 
30-1-163 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-74 G78 
31-2-30 white flat bead composition 1930-62-112 G78 
30-2-188 white spherical bead composition   G9 
30-1-145 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H10 
30-1-169 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H10 
30-1-172 green-glazed figurine fragment terracotta   H10 
30-1-195 green-glazed figurine fragment terracotta   H10 
30-2-281 four hubbed beads composition 1930-67-54 H10 
30-2-282 five spherical beads yellow/white composition 1930-60-97 H10 
30-2-283 four painted barrel beads composition 1930-67-55 H10 
30-2-284 rhomboidal bead, yellow and grey composition 1930-67-56 H10 
30-2-285 blue disc shaped bead composition 1930-63-44 H10 
30-2-343 54 beads spherical/spacer/ribbed composition 1930-61-131 H10 
30-2-344 five barrel beads black/white/yellow composition 1930-63-49 H10 
30-2-358 four cylindrical beads blue/yellow composition   H10 
30-2-359 four circular beads white/yellow/black composition 1930-67-65 H10 
30-11-6 glazed Ishtar figurine terracotta   H11 
30-11-8 glazed brick terracotta   H11 
30-11-100 green-glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   H11 
30-1-171 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H11 
30-12-220 glazed wall plaque terracotta   H11 
30-2-340 five cylindrical beads black/white/yellow composition 1930-62-97 H11 
30-2-341 four spherical beads composition 1930-60-404 H11 
30-2-342 painted barrel bead composition 1930-62-98 H11 
31-3-37 incised faience bead faience 1930-60-17 H12 
31-3-38 green-glazed wall nail terracotta 1930-61-108 H12 
30-12-259 three beads paste/faience 1930-62-109 H12 
30-2-364 blue spacer bead composition   H12 
30-2-365 two ribbed beads black/blue composition   H12 
30-2-279 two circular/cylindrical beads composition   H13 
30-11-3 bead composition 1930-60-124 H14 
30-11-4 decorated bead composition 1930-60-125 H14 
31-3-14 five beads paste/faience   H14 
30-2-309 faience' plaque red/blue flower inlaid pattern faience   H14 
30-2-333 decorated glass fragments glass 1930-82-69 H14 
30-2-334 five spherical beads composition 1930-67-62 H14 
30-2-405 50 spherical/circular beads yellow/white/blue composition + stone 1930-60-111 H14 





23 cylindrical beads greenish-
white/white/blue/yellow/black composition + stone 1930-62-101 H14 
30-2-409 two black-banded circular beads composition 193063-52 H14 
30-2-410 nine ribbed beads white/yellow/blue/black composition 1930-61-110 H14 
30-2-411 two blue spacer beads composition 1930-61-111 H14 
30-2-412 plain sun disc fragment glass 1930-67-67 H14 
30-11-13 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H15 
30-12-115 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H15 
30-2-310 two spherical beads white/yellow/blue composition 1930-60-101 H15 
30-2-311 six barrel beads white/blue/black composition 1930-63-47 H15 
30-2-312 four ribbed beads blue/black/white composition 1930-67-59 H15 
30-2-313 two spacer beads composition 1930-61-101 H15 
30-2-314 three rectangular beads composition 1930-63-48 H15 
30-2-315 two circular beads composition   H15 
30-2-316 seven cylindrical beads blue/white composition   H15 
30-2-317 white 'mouse' bead composition   H15 
30-2-318 marble bead stone   H15 
30-2-360 white ribbed bead composition   H15 
30-2-361 eight white spherical beads composition 1930-60-109 H15 
30-2-362 blue hubbed bead composition   H15 
30-2-363 white cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-100 H15 
30-2-426 decorated sun disc pendant glass   H15 
30-2-427 three hubbed beads composition   H15 
30-2-428 22 spherical beads blue/white/yellow some painted composition 1930-60-114 H15 
30-2-429 six cylindrical beads blue/white/greenish-white composition 1930-62-105 H15 
30-2-430 seven ribbed beads blue/black/white composition 1930-61-114 H15 
30-2-431 eight barrel beads white/greenish-white some painted composition   H15 
30-2-432 two white 'mouse' beads composition 1930-67-69 H15 
30-2-433 two beads stone   H15 
30-2-434 yellow circular bead stone   H15 
30-2-435 inlay head circular composition 1930-63-54 H15 
30-2-437 frog bead composition 1930-67-70 H15 
30-11-97 green-glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   H16 
30-2-286 ribbed bead green/blue composition 1930-61-96/7 H16 
30-2-287 decorated glass fragments glass   H16 
30-2-304 spherical bead composition 1930-60-100 H16 
30-2-293 two spherical beads white/yellow composition 1930-69-55 H18 
30-2-294 two blue spherical beads composition 1930-67-57 H18 
30-2-420 
40 beads spherical/circular white/black/yellow/blue - some 
painted  composition 1930-60-113 H18 
30-2-421 
14 cylindrical beads blue/greenish-white/white some 
painted composition   H18 
30-2-422 seven ribbed beads and spacer beads blue/white/yellow composition 1930-61-132 H18 
30-2-423 frog bead composition 1930-67-68 H18 
30-1-42 blue bead composition 1930-67-14 H2 
30-1-90 white bead composition 1930-60-78 H2 
30-2-186 black banded spherical bead composition 1930-60-92 H20 
30-2-280 white ribbed bead composition   H21 
30-2-183 white hubbed bead composition 1930-61-92 H22 
30-2-278 cone shaped bead stone   H25 
30-2-185 marble bead stone   H33 
30-3-19 cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-106 H35 
30-3-23 grey bead stone   H35 
30-11-103 greenish-white spherical bead composition   H38 
30-3-10 cylindrical bead stone   H39 
30-2-182 blue cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-88 H40 
30-11-104 greenish-white spherical bead composition 1930-60-128 H42 
30-3-56 bead stone   H43 
30-3-79 bead stone   H45 
30-3-4 painted barrel bead composition   H45 
30-3-3 black spacer bead stone   H47 
30-1-59 cylindrical greenish bead composition 1930-63-55 H5 
31-2-16 greenish cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-110 H5 
30-3-22 mottled bead stone   H50 
30-2-8 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H50 
30-1-54 glazed wall nail terracotta   H6 
30-1-106 greenish white ribbed bead composition 1930-61-72 H6 
30-1-114 white bead composition 1930-60-80 H6 
30-1-127 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H6 
30-1-128 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H6 
30-1-138 white bead composition 1930-63-29 H6 
30-2-330 four spherical beads composition 1930-60-102 H6 
30-2-331 five cylindrical beads red/blue/white composition 1930-67-60 H6 
30-2-332 six various beads composition 1930-67-61 H6 
30-2-382 glazed ceramic fragment (wall plaque) terracotta   H6 
31-1-6 white spherical bead stone   H60 
31-3-22 various beads various 1930-60-138 H7 
30-1-141 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-1-144 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-1-152 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-1-153 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-1-175 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-1-176 green-glazed wall nail terracotta   H7 
30-2-300 161 small beads greenish-white/yellow (single string) composition   H7 
30-2-301 three barrel beads white/yellow composition 1930-67-58 H7 
30-2-302 disc shaped bead composition 1930-63-46 H7 
30-2-303 white bead stone   H7 
30-2-325 two white ribbed beads composition 1930-61-103 H7 
30-2-326 10 spherical beads blue/yellow composition 1930-62-95 H7 
30-2-327 bead stone   H7 
31-2-121 three beads faience   H70 
30-2-320 marble bead stone   H8 
30-2-415 white ribbed spacer  bead composition   H8 
30-2-416 14 cylindrical beads white/yellow/grey composition 1930-62-103 H8 
30-2-417 31 beads spherical/circular white/yellow/blue composition 1930-60-112 H8 
30-2-418 seven barrel beads yellow/black composition 1930-63-53 H8 
30-2-419 eight ribbed beads blue/black/yellow composition 1930-61-112 H8 
29-11-182 green bead stone 1930-62-42 I2 
30-11-85 blue bead stone   I27 
28-12-242 three fluted beads composition 1930-61-19 K193 
28-12-551 white bead composition 1930-63-5 K303 
28-12-418 small fragment of painted glass "silver paint" glass   K314 
27-28 five beads not stated   K32 
31-2-123 four beads paste   K330 
28-12-433 tiny blue bead composition 1930-60-36 K333 
29-2-165 light grey oblong bead stone   K342 
29-1-357 oblong bead stone   K346 
27-28-3037 plain white glass glass 1930-82-59 K36 
29-1-260 glazed jar terracotta   K421 
29-1-559 beads stone   K425 
29-1-367 spacer bead composition 1930-61-35 K432 
29-2-255 spacer bead stone 1930-61-46 K443 
29-2-148 blue bead composition 1930-62-34 K453 
27-28 one bead not stated   L1 
30-1-24 light yellow ribbed bead composition   L10 
27-28 three beads not stated   L10 
28-11-61 glazed jar neck terracotta   L101 
28-11-158 glazed wall nail terracotta   L101 
28-12-261 thin dark brown glass vessel, broken glass   L101 
28-12-470 glazed wall nail terracotta   L101 
27-28 24 beads not stated   L11 
27-28-3061 glass inlay plaque glass   L11 
27-28-3066 glass animal figurine glass   L11 
27-28 three beads not stated   L12 
29-12-233 oblong black bead stone   L12 
27-28 eight beads not stated   L13 
27-28 eight beads not stated   L15 
28-11-19 red/brown bead stone   L20 
27-28 five beads not stated   L25 
27-28-348 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L2-8 
27-28 95 beads, most paste paste   L29 
29-11-14 glazed wall nail terracotta   L3 
29-11-15 glazed wall nail terracotta   L3 
27-28 one bead not stated   L30 
27-28 four beads not stated   L4 
27-28-3036 six fragments plain white glass glass 1930-82-58 L4 
30-11-36 two white beads stone   L4 
30-11-43 white bead stone   L4 
30-11-89 white spherical bead composition   L4 
30-11-28 bead composition 1930-63-57 L4 
30-11-124 crucible' terracotta   L4 
30-12-124 blue rectangular bead stone   L4 
30-12-125 greenish bead composition 1930-67-72 L4 
30-12-170 two beads black spiral pattern composition 1930-62-108 L4 
30-12-171 black bead composition 1930-67-73 L4 
30-12-172 white bead stone   L4 
30-12-234 white bead stone   L4 
30-12-245 circular bead stone   L4 
31-2-45 light yellow bead stone 1930-62-113 L4 
28-12-142 black bead stone   L44 
27-28 three beads not stated   L44 
31-1-127 two beads composition 1930-66-58 L4A 
31-1-128 lapis bead stone   L4A 
31-1-130 spherical bead composition 1930-66-61 L4A 
31-1-131 black cylindrical bead stone   L4A 
27-28-340 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L5 
27-28-346 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L5 
27-28-345 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L6 
30-1-136 yellow bead composition   L6 
30-12-175 white bead stone   L6 
30-12-255 greenish-white fluted bead frit 1930-61-118 L6 
27-28-341 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L7 
30-12-147 dark translucent bead stone   L7 
30-12-174 light grey fluted bead stone   L7 
27-28 four beads not stated   L8 
27-28-336 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
27-28-337 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
27-28-338 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
27-28-342 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
27-28-343 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
27-28-344 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   L8 
30-12-233 circular ivory coloured bead stone   L8 
27-28 one bead not stated   L9 
27-28 one bead not stated   location lost 
28-11-77 amber bead stone   M100 
28-11-78 grey stone bead stone   M100 
28-11-4 red stone bead stone   M100 
28-11-23 white alabaster bead stone   M100 
28-11-114 agate bead stone   M100 
28-11-133 grey double bead stone   M100 
28-11-135 pink bead stone   M100 
28-11-178 coral bead coral   M100 
28-11-202 white bead stone   M100 
28-11-239 white bead stone   M100 
28-11-240 brown translucent bead stone   M100 
28-11-242 decorated glass fragments (50 X 25mm) glass   M100 
28-11-249 brown translucent bead stone   M100 
28-12-214 black cylindrical bead fragment composition   M100 
28-10-52 round glass bead glass   M100 
31-10-53 decorated fragment, yellow decoration, moulded rim glass   M100 
28-10-26 octagonal bead composition   M100 
28-11-12 decorated fragments - many  glass   M100 
28-11-11 marbled fragments marbelized glass   M100 
29-11-4 glazed bowl terracotta   M2 
30-2-262 white/yellow bead stone   M9 
30-2-265 yellow/black bead stone   M9 
27-28 two beads not stated   M90 
28-11-177 blue bead stone   M94 
28-11-284 white spherical bead stone   M94 
28-11-332 white bead stone   M94 
28-11-484 yellow glass, small fragment glass   M94 
28-10-48 broken red stone bead stone   N102 
28-10-19 spacer bead composition   N102 
29-3-25 white bead stone   N120 
29-3-26 blue spherical bead composition 1930-60-50 N120 
28-11-331 white bead stone   N120 
29-1-207 white bead composition   N120 
29-1-556 white bead composition 1930-63-7 N120 
29-1-561 beads stone   N120 
28-12-552 spacer bead composition   N336 
28-12-578 blue bead composition 1930-67-7 N358 
29-1-122 four white cylindrical beads composition 1930-67-10 N383 
29-1-131 group of oblong beads composition 1930-67-22 N383 
29-1-123 two blue incised beads composition 1930-67-11 N392 
28-12-317 lapis coloured bead stone   P302 
28-12-318 yellow bead stone   P302 
28-12-344 black bead stone   P302 
29-1-369 spacer bead composition 1930-61-36 P309 
28-12-422 two black beads stone   P310 
28-12-426 flat blue bead composition 1930-62-16 P310 
28-12-531 white bead composition 1930-60-37 P310 
28-12-574 green ribbed bead composition 1930-61-23 P310 
28-12-368 green-glazed vessel/jar terracotta   P311 
29-1-406 oblong flat bead composition 1930-63-6 P313 
29-1-19 yellow spacer bead composition 1930-61-26 P322 
28-12-434 black bead stone   P326 
29-1-334 oblong green bead composition 1930-62-44 P326 
28-12-457 green-glazd pot terracotta   P329 
29-1-147 green bead stone   P334 
28-12-480 black glass fragment glass   P341 
29-1-469 blue bead composition 1930-62-29 P341 
28-12-510 white and blue beads 110cm below ground level composition   P348 
29-1-366 yellow bead composition 1930-60-43 P349 
27-28 three beads not stated   P35 
29-1-53 white 'fancy' bead composition 1930-62-38 P351 
29-1-73 spacer bead composition   P351 
28-12-508 glass fragment lustre on surface glass   P356 
28-12-548 blue oblong bead composition 1930-62-17 P360 
29-2-27 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-40 P360 
29-1-178 greenish ribbed bead composition   P370 
28-12-594 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-134 P371 
29-1-475 lapis rectangular bead stone   P375 
29-1-476 painted bead composition   P375 
29-3-6 cylindrical bead stone   P376 
29-1-49 blue ribbed bead composition   P382 
29-1-23 blue hubbed bead composition 1930-61-27 P382 
29-11-41 blue glazed bead ribbed composition 1930-61-50 P387 
29-11-42 cylindrical glazed bead composition 1930-62-18 P387 
29-1-47 blue bead composition   P387 
29-2-157 ribbed white bead composition 1930-61-45 P387 
29-1-371 spherical bead stone   P389 
29-2-235 black bead stone   P389 
29-1-87 two white beads composition 
1930-62-
27/67-9 P399 
29-2-240 white cylindrical bead composition 1930-62-35 P399 
29-1-330 oblong bead, blue composition 1930-62-26 P400 
29-1-335 blue bead composition 1930-61-33 P400 
29-1-339 bird-shaped bead composition   P400 
29-1-351 ribbed white bead composition 1930-61-34 P400 
29-1-368 white bead composition 1930-60-45 P400 
29-1-298 white bead stone   P401 
29-1-306 small double blue bead composition 1930-62-25 P401 
29-2-307 blue ribbed bead composition   P407 
29-1-205 white bead composition   P416 
29-3-32 black bead stone   P430 
29-2-99 white bead composition 1930-63-9 P445 
29-1-479 white ribbed bead composition 1930-61-37 P446 
29-11-40 blue bead composition 1930-61-49 P458 
29-2-103 yellow bead composition 1930-60-47 P464 
29-2-39 white ribbed bead composition 1930-61-41 P467 
29-2-5 two ribbed white beads composition 1930-61-39 P467 
29-2-9 yellow bead composition   P468 
29-2-44 three white beads composition   P470 
29-2-104 ribbed white bead composition 1930-61-43 P470 
29-2-105 two black painted beads composition   P470 
29-2-106 yellow ribbed bead composition 1930-61-44 P470 
29-2-107 three flat black beads composition 1930-67-15 P470 
29-2-43 oblong blue bead composition 1930-63-8 P470 
29-2-46 greenish ribbed bead composition 1930-61-42 P470 
29-2-98 green oblong bead stone   P470 
29-2-172 light grey oblong bead stone   P473 
29-2-323 white bead composition 1930-61-47 P482 
28-11-394 button' (amulet) composition   R125 
27-28 one bead not stated   R46 
30-1-109 yellow pendants stone   R46 
27-28 one bead not stated   R70 
27-28 one bead not stated   R80 
27-28 two beads not stated   R87 
28-12-308 ?blue glass flat bead glass   R88 
27-28 one bead not stated   R88 
28-11-84 dark grey bead stone   R95 
28-11-85 bead stone   R95 
29-1-90 dark green glass bead glass   R96 
28-11-246 white translucent bead stone   R96 
29-2-325 blue ribbed bead composition 1930-61-48 R96 
28-11-282 flat white composition bead composition   S104 
28-12-300 fragments of painted glass - green, white, yellow glass   S104 
28-12-314 blue spacer bead composition 1930-61-21 S104 
28-11-57 black stone bead stone   S105 
28-11-22 white alabaster bead stone   S105 
28-11-139 white alabaster bead stone   S105 
28-11-190 grey/white bead stone 1930-60-1 S105 
28-11-191 red bead stone   S105 
28-11-250 blue bead stone   S105 
28-11-83 mottled red bead stone   S106 
28-11-178 fluted bead composition   S106 
28-11-167 white bead stone   S107 
28-11-205 blue bead stone 1930-60-139 S107 
28-11-253 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-9 S107 
28-11-258 
nine composition beads (two fluted, two cylindrical/five flat 
(blue) composition 1930-62-5 S108 
28-11-456 green-glazed vase terracotta   S108 
28-11-292 spacer bead fragment, white composition 1930-61-11 S110 
28-11-308 amulet composition   S110 
28-11-320 three spacer beads composition 1930-61-12 S110 
28-11-247 spacer bead composition 1930-61-7 S111 
28-11-252 spacer bead, blue composition 1930-61-8 S111 
28-11-323 two spacer beads, blue composition   S111 
28-11-324 fragments spacer bead, blue composition 1930-61-13 S111 
28-11-333 black bead stone   S111 
28-11-366 blue spherical bead composition   S111 
28-11-416 
group of beads: spacer, spherical, cylindrical one 'flower 
shaped' composition   S111 
28-11-325 fragment of large fluted bead composition   S112 
28-12-27 incised white bead   1930-61-25 S123 
28-11-379 white cylindrical bead composition   S124 
28-11-418 green-glazed vase terracotta   S129 
28-11-463 white spacer bead fragments composition   S130 
28-12-202 white flat bead composition 1930-63-4 S130 
28-11-464 white incised bead     S132 
28-11-489 four black beads stone   S132 
28-12-265 one greenish white bead composition 1930-60-33 S132 
28-12-138 greenish painted cylindrical bead composition   S153 
28-12-93 black bead stone   S154 
28-12-471 white bead composition 1930-61-22 S155 
28-12-100 blue and white fluted beads composition 1930-61-16 S156 
28-12-146 white flat bead composition   S156 
28-12-483 blue glass fragments glass   S157 
28-12-589 white bead stone   S158 
28-12-590 two beads composition   S158 
28-12-99 sheeps head composition   S164 
28-12-349 green-glazed pot fragment terracotta   S168 
28-12-474 lapis coloured bead stone   S175 
28-12-348 white bead composition   S178 
28-12-292 spacer fragment composition   S185 
28-12-243 white bead composition   S191 
28-12-413 five red beads stone   S319 
28-12-414 green bead stone   S319 
28-12-415 black bead stone   S319 
29-1-232 spacer bead blue composition   S319 
29-1-67 three white ribbed beads composition   S395 
29-1-558 white ribbed bead composition 1930-61-38 S395 
27-28 two beads not stated   Shil 1 
27-28 10 beads not stated   Shil 10 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 10 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 12 
27-28 10 beads not stated   Shil 13 
27-28 seven beads not stated   Shil 14 
27-28 seven beads not stated   Shil 15 
27-28 13 beads not stated   Shil 15 
27-28-252 decorated glass fragments glass    Shil 15 
27-28 two beads not stated   Shil 16 
27-28 
30 beads + 10 fragments (single string) fluted beads, three 
other beads not stated   Shil 18 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 22 
27-28 one bead or button not stated   Shil 23 
27-28 two beads not stated   Shil 24 
27-28 five beads, including composite eye bead (glass/metal) various   Shil 26 
27-28 seven beads not stated   Shil 27 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 28 
27-28 eight beads not stated   Shil 29 
27-28 one bead and three fragments not stated   Shil 45 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 55 
27-28 three beads not stated   Shil 6 
27-28 32 beads not stated   Shil 7 
27-28-251 decorated glass fragments glass    Shil 7 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 8 
27-28 one bead not stated   Shil 9 
29-1-45 white bead composition   U374 
29-1-206 white bead composition   U410 
28-12-56 incised white bead   1930-61-14 unknown 
28-12-108 white fluted bead composition 1930-61-17 unknown 
28-12-225 white spacer bead ribbed composition   unknown 
28-12-266 greenish white bead fragment composition   unknown 
28-12-355 alabaster bead stone   unknown 
28-11-34 incised bead composition   unknown 
28-11-259 ribbed bead composition   unknown 
28-11-289 rhomboidal white ?glass bead ?glass   unknown 
28-11-289 white bead ?glass   unknown 
28-12-221 broken bead composition   unknown 
28-12-567 glazed wall nail terracotta   unknown 
29-1-151 small bead composition   unknown 
29-1-140 triangular blue bead composition   unknown 
29-1-560 beads stone   unknown 
30-1-33 spacer bead fragment composition   unknown 
28-11-24 broken glass bead, violet glass   unknown 
28-12-65 incised white bead     unknown 
28-11-76 blue stone bead stone   unknown 
28-11-79 amber bead stone   unknown 
28-11-93 blue bead stone   unknown 
28-12-10 fragment yellow painted glass glass   unknown 
28-11-15 black stone bead stone   unknown 
27-28 four beads not stated   unknown 
27-28 five beads not stated   unknown 
27-28 nine beads not stated   unknown 
28-11-103 blue bead stone   unknown 
28-11-104 carnelian bead stone   unknown 
28-11-115 translucent yellow bead stone   unknown 
28-11-119 carnelian bead stone   unknown 
28-11-120 amber bead stone   unknown 
28-11-129 translucent bead stone   unknown 
28-11-130 carnelian bead stone   unknown 
28-11-131 blue bead stone   unknown 
28-11-138 white bead stone   unknown 
28-11-378 cubic bead, greenish composition   unknown 
28-11-399 14 beads red, blue, white composition   unknown 
28-11-400 white and black bead composition   unknown 
28-11-491 yellow ?red glass fragments glass   unknown 
28-12-203 bead fragments composition   unknown 
29-12-370 brown bead composition   unknown 
29-2-110 white oblong bead composition   unknown 
27-28 73 beads not stated   unknown 
27-28-339 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   unknown 
27-28-347 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   unknown 
27-28-349 glazed wall nail fragment terracotta   unknown 
27-28-611 decorated glass fragment glass   unknown 
29-1-85 glass bead red and white stripes ?glass   V404 
29-1-? white bead stone   V404 
29-11-36 white bead stone   W4 
28-11-127 blue bead  ?glass   W5 
31-1-19 blue fluted bead composition 1930-61-121 X11 
27-28 246 beads and nine shells not stated   Zigi 30 
27-28 28 beads not stated   Zigi 33 
27-28 seven beads not stated   Zigi 34 
27-28-613 blue/black glass fragment glass   Zigi 34 
27-28 three beads not stated   Zigi 35 
27-28 five beads not stated   Zigi 42 
28-12-296 fluted bead composition 1930-61-20   
29-12-347 flat three-colour bead composition     
29-12-197 green-glazed pot terracotta     
29-12-246 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-63   
29-12-308 blue cylindrical bead composition     
29-12-141 yellow oblong bead composition     
29-12-307 white cylindrical bead stone     
30-2-413 eight spherical/circular beads yellow/white composition     
30-2-414 four painted cylindrical beads black/blue composition     
30-1-48 glazed pot terracotta     
29-12-299 bead fragment, white with black spots composition     
30-1-108 oblong yelolow bead composition     
30-12-261 two beads paste/faience     
29-12-78 light yellow paste bead composition 1930-60-55   
29-12-65 white flat bead composition     
29-11-168 black bead stone     
29-12-22 glass bowl glass     
29-12-34 lapis bead stone     
29-11-142 black rectangular bead stone     
29-12-50 rectangular bead composition     
29-12-51 three small beads       
29-12-56 white paste bead composition     
29-12-58 three small white beads, traces of green paint composition     
29-12-59 black paste bead composition     
29-12-61 transparent glass bead glass     
29-12-135 glass vase light blue glass     
29-12-201 black painted bead composition     
29-12-204 black painted bead composition     
29-12-205 white bead composition     
29-12-213 blue bead composition     
29-11-89 dark glass vase  glass     
29-11-90 ribbed glass bowl glass     
29-12-106 two beads composition     
29-12-107 greenish bead composition     
29-12-110 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-61   
29-12-111 greenish bead composition     
29-12-117 three painted black beads composition 1930-60-60   
29-12-118 two oblong black beads composition 1930-62-47   
29-12-119 bead with bronze object composition     
29-12-122 yellow quadrilateral bead composition     
29-12-123 three greenish beads composition     
29-12-133 two light blue beads composition     
29-12-69 oblong bead composition     
29-11-205 spacer bead white composition     
29-11-214 greenish glass bowl glass     
30-2-148 cylindrical bead composition     
30-2-240 green-glazed wall nail terracotta     
30-2-203 black bead stone     
28-11-7 four fluted beads composition     
31-2-118 bead of human head composition     
31-1-25 green-glazed jar terracotta     
29-11-82 blue bead composition     
29-1-98 blue/green bead composition     
29-12-7 black bead stone     
28-12-577 ribbed bead composition 1930-61-24   
31-3-? barrel bead stone     
30-1-135 opal bead stone     
 
  
Table d: Stratum II Rooms affected by Late Cemetery (from Plan 39 and Plan 13 (Stratum II) 
 
Room No Grave No. Depth recorded for burial (cm) Depth recorded for SII pavement (cm) 
F2 GR92 322 281/320 
F2 GR77 201 281/320 
F3 GR10 325 307 
F6/F3 (wall) GR4 406 284(F3) 
F1/F2 (wall) GR11 413 294 (F1) 
F4/F6 (wall) GR37 405 309 (F4) 
F4/F6 (wall) GR38 412 309 (F4) 
F17 (wall) GR25 396 313 (F17) 
F23/F14 (wall) GR24 434 340 (F23) 
F23/F16 (wall) GR30 425 310 (F16) 
F1/F14/F32/F30 (walls) GR45 337 285 (F14) 
F30 G47 341 219 
F16 GR39 414 310 
F24 GR46 326 316 
F11 GR23 389 340 
F11/F7/F25 (walls) GR40 401 389 (F11) 
F11/F7/F25 (walls) GR41 354 382 (F7) 
F7 GR7 402 382 
F7 GR36  382 
F7 GR29 432 382 
F7 GR8 408 382 
F7 GR9 426 382 
F38 GR6 312  
F38 GR84 278  
G5/F7 (wall) GR26 404  
G4/G5 (wall) GR5 365  
G (adjacent to Street 1) GR57 385  
G (adjacent to Street 1) GR58 399  
G (adjacent to Street 1) GR59 368  
G (adjacent to Street 1) GR56 544  
G (adjacent to Street 1) GR71 355  
G64/Street 1 GR62 217  
G64/Street 1 GR60 312  
G64/G61 GR70 240  
G61 GR102 212  
G61 GR103 208  
B7 GR 433  
B GR13 407  
G14 GR51 409  
G14 GR50 410  
G14 GR65 398  
G14 GR64 382  
G14 GR68 354  
G14 GR69 355  
G32 GR75 307  
G26 GR33 322  
G37 GR44 261  
G37(wall) GR101 243  
G57 (wall) GR95 250  
G57 (wall) GR94 277  
G54/G48 (Street 6) GR97 371 313 (G54) 
G24 (wall) GR79 478  
G21A GR72 411  
G21A (wall) GR78 379  
G6 GR31 413 375 
G6 GR34 378 375 
G6 GR35 368 375 
G51/G29 (wall) GR85 355  
G29 GR80 426 363 
G29 (wall) GR88   
G29/G50 (wall) GR91 463  
G50 GR93 360 366 
G50 GR86 436 366 
G50 GR90 406 366 
G30 (wall) GR43 466 366 
G18 GR49 485  
G18 GR48 469  
G16 GR15 415  
G16 GR16 463  
G17/G30 GR17   
G17/G30 GR32 416  
G18/B38/B23 (wall) GR20 549  
Street 8/C9 (wall) GR22 465  
B (?Stratum III) GR13 407  
Street 7/H4 GR89 369  
Street 8/H50 (wall) GR104 378 396 
H10 GR87 387  
H10 GR105 384  
 
